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Sommaire
Cette these a publications decrit plusieurs travaux en imagerie, aussi bien au niveau de
1'acquisition des images que du post-traitement des images. Le premier concerne un
algorithme de redimensionnement d'images dans lequel le pixel n'est pas considere comme
un point, mais comme une unite surfacique exprimee par une fonction mathematique.
L'intensite d'un pixel est determinee par interpolation a l'aide des outils du calcul integral.
Le deuxieme travail concerne un autre algorithme de redimensionnement d'images dans
lequel les derivees de l'image sont mises a contribution pour augmenter le contraste et
rehausser les hautes frequences lors du processus de redimensionnement. Pour combiner
l'image et ses derivees, nous utilisons le theoreme d'echantillonnage generalise de Papoulis.
Dans ce deuxieme travail et dans la suite de la these, le pixel est considere comme un point.
Dans le troisieme travail, nous proposons une equation de diffusion aux de'rivees partielles
afin de rdduire le crenelage qui apparait regulierement dans de nombreux algorithmes de
redimensionnement d'images. L'equation que nous proposons resulte d'un raffinement de
l'equation de diffusion de la chaleur utilisee par Perona et Malik. Pour cela, nous introduisons
la diffusivite inverse afin de re'duire considerablement le crenelage sur les contours nets. Le
rehaussement du contraste pendant le processus de diffusion se fait par 1'integration d'un
filtre passe-haut, en l'occurrence le Laplacien, dans notre equation de diffusion. Un modele
de reduction efficace du crenelage sur les lignes, base sur les valeurs propres de la matrice
hessienne, est egalement propose. Le quatrieme travail est un algorithme de ddmatri§age (ou
demosai'cage) permettant de reconstruire une image couleur a partir d'une image acquise par
une matrice de filtres couleurs (color filter array, CFA). Sachant que dans un CFA une seule
couleur primaire rouge, vert ou bleu est disponible a chaque position de pixel, nous
proposons un modele d'interpolation permettant d'estimer les couleurs manquantes a chaque
position de pixel. Notre algorithme peut etre utilise pour divers modeles de CFA. II s'inspire
i

de l'algorithme de dematricage universel de Lukac et al. et y apporte diverses ameliorations.
La premiere amelioration est la mise en ceuvre d'une detection de contours ou de zones
uniformes dans une image acquise d'un CFA. La deuxieme amelioration concerne
1'utilisation complete du modele de difference des couleurs, qui est un modele bien connu
dans les algorithmes de dematricage. La troisieme amelioration est l'utilisation d'un modele
d'interpolation spectrale permettant d'interpoler la couleur d'un pixel a I'aide de la couleur et
de la position de ses voisins. Dans le cinquieme et dernier travail, nous abordons une
problematique liee a la qualite des images, notion importante en imagerie pour la validation
des algorithmes et des modeles. Dans notre travail, nous faisons une etude analytique et
experimentale pour comparer le PSNR (Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio) et le SSM (Structural
Similarity Index Measure), qui sont deux mesures de qualite largement utilises en traitement
d'images. L'etude analytique fait ressortir l'existence d'une relation de type logarithmique
entre ces deux mesures. Les nombreux tests experimentaux realises avec differentes images
donnent davantage de precisions sur l'efficacite de ces deux mesures a evaluer la qualite des
images ayant subi certaines degradations ou traitements tels que la compression Jpeg, la
compression Jpeg 2000, le flou gaussien ou le bruit additif gaussien.
Mot cles
Redimensionnement d'images, crenelage, diffusion, dematri5age, detection des contours,
mesures de qualite, PSNR, SSIM.
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Introduction
Au 211&me siecle, force est de constater 1'immersion de plus en plus profonde des images
dans la vie et dans les activites de l'homme. A domicile, dans les environnements de travail et
meme en deplacement, un equipement informatique ou un gadget est present pour permettre
d'observer ou d'apprecier le contenu d'une scene captee a un moment donne, ou pour extraire
des informations a partir du contenu visuel fourni par une image. Au fil des annees, de
nombreux modeles, technologies et algorithmes ont ete con§us et mis en oeuvre pour faciliter
I'analyse et le traitement des images prises par un capteur. Ainsi, les operations telles que le
redimensionnement d'images, le lissage, la detection des contours, le debruitage et la
modification du contraste ou de la luminosite ont ete largement etudies a l'aide des theories
diverses afin de fournir des images satisfaisantes pour I'analyse et 1'interpretation. La fiabilite
de ces differentes operations de traitement est en general evaluee par des mesures de qualite
pouvant etre aussi bien objectives que subjectives, c'est-a-dire basees sur des criteres
purement mathematiques ou sur la perception humaine. Les capteurs, de leur cote, ont
egalement connu un developpement technologique prononce sous divers angles : diminution
de la taille des cellules photosensibles afin d'augmenter le nombre de pixels dans les images,
reduction du bruit, utilisation des pixels hexagonaux, augmentation de l'efficacite quantique
(rapport entre le nombre d'electrons collectes et le nombre de photons incidents sur une
surface photoreactive par effet photo-electrique). Aussi, de nombreux nouveaux modeles ont
ete proposes pour les matrices de filtres couleurs (color filter array, CFA) recouvrant les
capteurs mono-CCD, ouvrant ainsi la voie au remplacement du modele de Bayer [1] encore
largement utilise dans les appareils photos par exemple. Contrairement aux capteurs a trois
CCD (ou 3CCD) qui permettent d'acquerir simultanement l'intensite des canaux (bandes
spectrales) rouge, vert et bleu pour un pixel [2], les capteurs mono-CCD traditionnels ne
permettent, pour un pixel donne, que d'obtenir soit la composante du canal rouge, soit la
1

composante du canal vert, soit la composante du canal bleu. Pour ces capteurs mono-CCD,
un algorithme d'interpolation (appele dematricage) doit etre utilise pour retrouver les deux
couleurs manquantes a chaque pixel [3, 4], ce qui offre une fiabilite moins elevee que les
capteurs 3CCD. Cependant, vu le cout faible des capteurs mono-CCD en comparaison des
capteurs 3CCD, de nombreux equipements photos ou videos pour consommateurs sont
construits avec des capteurs mono-CCD. Notons toutefois que le Foveon X3 [5, 6] est un
modele de capteur CCD dans lequel, a chaque position de pixel, trois photodiodes sont
empilees verticalement afin de capter simultanement les composantes des canaux rouge, vert
et bleu de la lumiere. Le principe de ce capteur particulier est d'utiliser la propriete selon
laquelle les longueurs d'onde de la lumiere penetrent le silicium, qui forme les photodiodes, a
des profondeurs distinctes. Ainsi, la profondeur de penetration dans le silicium est
caracteristique de la longueur d'onde, et il suffit alors de superposer les photodiodes en
mettant plus en profondeur les couleurs avec la plus forte penetration dans le silicium
(respectivement, le rouge, le vert, puis le bleu). Dans la suite du texte, les capteurs monoCCD auxquels nous faisons reference sont ceux pour lesquels une et seulement une seule
couleur primaire est disponible pour chaque cellule photosensible.
Dans cette these, nous abordons quatre problemes fondamentaux lies au traitement
d'images et a la modelisation des capteurs de pixels: le redimensionnement d'images, la
reduction du crenelage, la qualite des images et le dematri§age. Le redimensionnement
d'images sera l'objet de deux travaux separes : Fun lie au concept de pixel discret tel que
couramment utilise dans de nombreuses recherches en imagerie, et 1'autre lie au concept de
pixel surfacique pour se rapprocher de la realite des cellules photosensibles dans les capteurs
d'images. Ainsi, un decoupage en cinq chapitres a ete adopte pour la presentation de la these.
Dans le chapitre 1, nous abordons le probleme du redimensionnement d'une image aussi
bien sous Tangle de 1'augmentation de la resolution que de la diminution de la resolution.
L'objectif d'un algorithme de redimensionnement d'une image est d'augmenter ou de reduire
le nombre total de pixels presents dans 1'image. Pour ce faire, un mecanisme est mis en
oeuvre pour attribuer des intensites de couleur a des pixels fictifs non presents dans 1'image
originale et apparaissant dans 1'image finale. Ce mecanisme peut etre realise de di verses
2

manieres, les plus en vogue etant 1'interpolation par le plus proche voisin, Interpolation
bilineaire et 1'interpolation bicubique. Dans cette these, 1'interpolation qui est utilises dans les
algorithmes de redimensionnement ne doit pas etre confondue avec la super-resolution. La
super-resolution a pour objectif la reconstruction d'une image de haute resolution a partir de
plusieurs images degradees de basse resolution d'une raeme scene [7] (en general, un
decalage sous-pixelique est necessaire entre les differentes images de basse resolution afin
d'eviter la redondance du contenu des images). En termes d'entrees/sorties, un algorithme
d'interpolation a une image en entree et une image en sortie, tandis qu'un algorithme de
super-resolution a plusieurs images en entrees et une image en sortie.
Dans ce premier chapitre, le redimensionnement d'images est effectue en utilisant des pixels
surfaciques. Ainsi, au lieu de considerer un pixel comme etant un point, nous representons le *
pixel par une surface rectangulaire a l'interieur de laquelle l'intensite des couleurs peut etre
definie par une fonction mathematique. Dans ce travail, nous explicitons le probleme du
redimensionnement d'une image a I'aide des pixels surfaciques et nous exprimons la
reconstruction des pixels en utilisant les outils du calcul integral. Le modele que nous
proposons pour le redimensionnement des images est une version amelioree du modele
propose par Kim et al. [8] dans lequel un pixel est une unite surfacique d'intensite constante.
Dans notre modele, un pixel surfacique a une intensite exprimee par une fonction bilineaire.
De plus, le nombre de pixels de l'image originale utilises pour interpoler un pixel de l'image
redimensionnee depend du facteur de redimensionnement, contrairement au modele de Kim
et al. ou ce nombre est constant.
Dans le chapitre 2, nous presentons un autre algorithme de redimensionnement. Dans les
modeles d'interpolation, un probleme recurrent qui apparait est le lissage de l'image et la
difficulte a preserver les hautes frequences. Pour resoudre ce probleme, certains algorithmes
de redimensionnement sont adaptatifs et utilisent les proprietes locales du voisinage des
pixels (par exemple, la detection des contours) pour effectuer une interpolation, non-uniforme
dans l'image, qui preserve au mieux les hautes frequences presentes sur les contours et les
zones de details [9-11]. Dans le cas des algorithmes de redimensionnement non-adaptatifs
(par exemple, replication, interpolation bilineaire, interpolation bicubique), un masque de
3

convolution constant/uniforme (en general un filtre passe-bas) est utilise sur toute l'image
originale pour effectuer 1'interpolation [10]. Par consequent, aucune information locale du
voisinage des pixels n'est prise en compte dans ces algorithmes non-adaptatifs et les hautes
frequences se trouvent attenuees lors de 1'interpolation uniforme. Afin d'apporter une
solution a ce probleme des algorithmes de redimensionnement non-adaptatifs, nous
proposons une interpolation, avec masques de convolution, faisant intervenir les derivees de
l'image. En effet, les derivees d'une image fournissent des informations sur les hautes
frequences. En combinant l'image et ses derivees dans un processus d'interpolation, nous
parvenons a obtenir des images moins floues et preservant plus de details que les algorithmes
d'interpolation classiques non-adaptatifs. Pour combiner l'image et ses derivees, nous
utilisons le theoreme d'echantillonnage generalise de Papoulis [12]. Dans notre modele, nous
nous limitons a la derivee premiere et a la derivee seconde d'une image pour effectuer
l'operation de redimensionnement. Des derivees d'ordres superieures peuvent aussi etre
utilisees, mais elles donnent lieu a plus de calculs sans forcement augmenter de maniere
significative la qualite des images. Le modele du pixel utilise dans ce chapitre et dans la suite
de la these est le pixel-point.
Le chapitre 3 est consacre a la problematique du crenelage dans les images. En traitement
du signal, le crenelage fait reference a un effet qui rend indifferenciables, au moment de
l'echantillonnage, deux signaux pourtant differents [13]. Plus specifiquement en traitement
d'image, le crenelage se presente sous la forme d'images grossierement pixelisees dans
lesquelles les contours
phenomene

du

apparaissent avec des effets d'escaliers au lieu d'etre lisses. Le

crenelage

se

retrouve

frequemment

dans

les

algorithmes

de

redimensionnement d'images et il est particulierement visible dans l'algorithme utilisant
1'interpolation par le plus proche voisin [14]. Pour reduire le crenelage, des filtres passe-bas
peuvent etre utilises pour effectuer des operations de lissage afin d'uniformiser au mieux les
pixels presentant des effets de pixelisation ou d'escaliers. Cependant, les filtres passe-bas
creent beaucoup de flou puisqu'ils sont appliques sur toute l'image indifferemment des
particularites de certains pixels qui peuvent etre des points de contours ou de hautes
frequences. Pour attenuer cet effet de flou, des methodes de diffusion peuvent etre utilisees
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afin d'effectuer un lissage selectif des pixels. Dans ce travail, nous proposons une equation
aux derivees partielles pour effectuer la diffusion dans une image presentant des effets de
crenelage. Notre equation est un raffinement de V equation de diffusion de Perona et Malik
[15], a travers notamment un changement subtil de la diffusivite. En effet, nous avons
observe que, avec le coefficient de diffusivite tel que utilise dans le modele de diffusion de
Perona et Malik, le crenelage sur les contours n'etait pas proprement reduit. Pour resoudre ce
probleme, nous utilisons ce que nous appelons la diffusivite inverse. II s'agit d'une reecriture
de la diffusivite pour permettre une meilleure diffusion dans les zones de gradient eleve,
caracteristique du crenelage, tandis que les autres zones sont moins concernees par la
diffusion. Afin d'augmenter le contraste et reduire la perte des hautes frequences engendrees
intrinsequement par la diffusion, nous proposons un modele general de diffusion dans lequel
un filtre passe-haut est utilise. Dans le cas de nos applications experimentales, lefiltrepassehaut est donne par le Laplacien. Un probleme que nous rencontrons avec notre modele ainsi
defini est la faiblesse de la reduction du crenelage dans le cas des images contenant des
lignes, ce qui est principalement du a un mauvais coefficient de diffusivite utilise pour le cas
des lignes. En effet, certaines etudes ont revele que le gradient n'est pas un bon estimateur
pour la determination des lignes [16, 17] et que de meilleures estimations pouvaient etre
obtenues en utilisant les valeurs propres de la matrice hessienne. Ainsi, pour reduire
efficacement le crenelage dans les images contenant les lignes, nous redefinissons le
coefficient de diffusivite pour qu'il ne se calcule plus a partir du gradient comme dans le
modele de Perona et Malik, mais en utilisant les valeurs propres de la matrice hessienne
correspondant a l'image.
Dans le chapitre 4, nous abordons le dematricage qui est un probleme recurrent rencontre
dans les capteurs mono-CCD contenant un seul CFA. En 1976, Bayer a propose un modele
de CFA dans lequel il y a deux fois plus de pixels verts que de pixels rouges ou bleus [1].
Cette configuration a ete adoptee pour se rapprocher des caracteristiques du systeme visuel
humain qui est plus sensible au vert qu'au rouge ou au bleu. Depuis maintenant quelques
annees, on assiste a une explosion de modeles de CFA dans lesquels differentes
configurations et agencements des pixels sont proposes [18-21]. Sachant qu'un CFA est
5

caracterise par le fait qu'une seule des couleurs primaires rouge, vert ou bleu est disponible a
la position d'un pixel donne, un element essentiel a la validation d'un CFA est l'algorithme
de dematrigage utilise pour interpoler les deux autres couleurs primaires manquantes a la
position de chaque pixel. Au fil des annees apres l'apparition du modele de Bayer, un grand
nombre d'algorithmes de dematrigage ont ete proposes et continuent d'etre proposes pour le
modele de Bayer [22]. En 2005, Lukac et al. ont propose un algorithme universel pour le
dematrigage des CFA composes de pixels rouges, verts et bleus [23]. Cet algorithme, bien
que performant sur des images relativement uniformes, apparait moins fiable pour gerer
efficacement les contours dans les images. Fort de ce constat, nous proposons un modele de
dematrigage qui s'inspire du modele de Lukac et al. et qui l'ameliore a travers trois apports
essentiels. Premierement, nous integrons un mecanisme de detection des zones uniformes et
des contours permettant, aux points de contour, d'interpoler dans la direction du contour et
non a travers le contour, ce qui reduit les problemes de crenelage ou de fausses couleurs.
Deuxiemement, nous proposons un modele d'interpolation spectrale qui s'inspire du principe
du centre gravite et qui favorise une interpolation selon laquelle I'intensite d'un pixel depend
non seulement de I'intensite de ses voisins, mais aussi de leur position dans le voisinage.
Troisiemement, nous implementons completement, et non partiellement, le modele de
difference des couleurs couramment utilise dans les algorithmes de dematrigage pour simuler
la propritete selon laquelle, dans les regions homogenes, la difference entre les pixels de deux
canaux (rouge, vert ou bleu) est relativement uniforme [24]. Pour conclure ce travail, nous
etablissons le lien entre le dematrigage et le redimensionnement des images et nous
explicitons un processus permettant, a partir de notre algorithme de dematrigage generique,
d'effectuer le redimensionnement d'une image.
Dans le chapitre 5, nous abordons la problematique des mesures de qualite d'images.
Plus specifiquement, nous faisons une etude comparative analytique et experimentale du
PSNR (peak signal-to-noise ratio) et du SSM (structural similarity index measure) [25], qui
sont deux mesures de qualite d'images largement utilisees en imagerie. La motivation
premiere derriere ce travail vient d'un evaluateur d'un article que nous avions soumis a une
revue. Cet evaluateur n'etait pas tres en accord avec le fait que nous ayions utilise le SSIM
6

pour comparer des images et il nous recommandait d'utiliser le PSNR. Pour repondre plus
specifiquement a l'evaluateur, et afin d'apporter a la communaute scientifique une meilleure
connaissance du PSNR et du SSIM pour l'analyse et 1'interpretation des resultats de ces
mesures, nous proposons une etude dans laquelle les points de similarity et de difference
entre le PSNR et le SSIM sont abordes. Pour ce faire, nous revisitions les formules du PSNR
et du SSIM et nous degageons une relation analytique logarithmique entre ces deux mesures
qui est valable pour des operations de traitement d'images dans lesquelles il y a conservation
de la moyenne des images (par exemple la compression Jpeg, la compression Jpeg 2000, le
lissage gaussien, l'ajout de bruit additif gaussien de moyenne nulle). De maniere surprenante,
cette relation analytique met en lumiere l'existence d'une linearite partielle entre le PSNR et
le SSIM. Par ailleurs, cette relation permet d'expliquer le fait que deux images degradees
puissent avoir la meme valeur du PSNR mais deux valeurs differentes du SSIM comme
observe experimentalement [26], et vice-versa. Dans ce travail, nous expliquons egalement
certains resultats observes sur la haute performance du PSNR dans 1'evaluation des images
contenant du bruit additif gaussien [27]. Dans un cadre plus large, nous abordons une etude
experimentale de la sensibilite du PSNR et du SSIM en fonction des changements de
parametres caracterisant certains traitements (bruit additif gaussien, compression Jpeg,
compression Jpeg 2000, lissage gaussian). Cette etude experimentale permet de faire ressortir
les types de traitement d'images pour lesquels il serait approprie d'evaluer objectivement la
qualite des images en utilisant soit le PSNR, soit le SSIM ou les deux.
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Chapitre 1
Redimensionnement des images a Paide des pixels
surfaciques
Dans ce chapitre, nous proposons un algorithme de redimensionnement permettant
d'augmenter ou de reduire la resolution d'une image en utilisant des pixels surfaciques.
Ainsi, au lieu de considerer un pixel comme etant un point, nous representons le pixel par une
surface rectangulaire a l'interieur de laquelle l'intensite des couleurs est definie par une
fonction mathematique. Le but de cette representation est de se rapprocher de la realite
physique des cellules photosensibles qui sont en fait des unites surfaciques et non des points.
Sur la base de cette representation, nous nous rapprochons des images continues, ce qui offre
beaucoup plus d'informations sur les images ainsi qu'une plus grande souplesse pour la
visualisation, 1'interpolation et le traitement des images. Le travail presente est une
amelioration du modele propose par Kim et al. [8] dans lequel un pixel est une unite
surfacique d'intensite constante. Pour ce faire, nous commen?ons par expliciter le probleme
du redimensionnement d'une image a l'aide des pixels surfaciques et nous exprimons la
reconstruction des pixels en utilisant les outils mathematiques du calcul integral. Dans notre
modele, un pixel surfacique a une intensite exprimee par une fonction bilineaire, ce qui
apporte une meilleure precision sur le calcul de l'intensite des pixels par rapport au modele
des pixels surfaciques constants. De plus, le nombre de pixels de I'image originale utilises
pour interpoler un pixel de I'image redimensionnee depend du facteur de redimensionnement,
ce qui augmente I'efficacite de 1'interpolation contrairement au modele de Kim et al. ou ce
nombre est constant.

8

Nous presentons, dans les pages qui suivent, un article intitule A Simple Scaling
Algorithm Based on Areas Pixels qui est paru dans les actes de International Conference on
Image Analysis and Recognition (ICIAR), Povoa de Varzim, Portugal, 2008 [28]. Le
probleme a ete pose par les professeurs Djemel Ziou et Francois Deschenes. J'ai realise,
valide et redige ce travail sous la supervision du professeur Djemel Ziou.
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A Simple Scaling Algorithm Based on Areas Pixels
Alain Hore, Francois Deschenes, and Djemel Ziou
June, 2008

Abstract. In this paper, we propose a new scaling algorithm which performs the
scaling up/down transform using an area pixel model rather than a point pixel
model. The proposed algorithm uses a variable number of pixels of an original
image to calculate a pixel of the scaled image. Our algorithm has good
characteristics such as fine-edge and good smoothness. Different quality
parameters (standard deviation, root mean square error, aliasing, edge map) are
used to compare our algorithm with four image scaling algorithms: nearest
neighbour, bilinear, bicubic and winscale algorithms. The results show that our
algorithm generally produces images of better quality with few aliasing, few blur
and high contrast.
Keywords: Resizing, scaling, area pixel, standard deviation, mid point rule.

1 Introduction
Recently, the digitization of images has got a great interest in the transmission,
processing and storage of the image data [8]. In fact, digital display devices such as liquid
crystal display (LCD) or plasma display panel (PDP) that directly use digital data in
displaying images are now very popular. While the resolutions of image sources are various
(e.g., VGA, SVGA, XGA, SXGA), the physical screen resolution of a digital display device
is fixed. In the case where the resolution of a stream image generated by a host PC is
different from the screen resolution of a digital display device, an image-scaling process is
necessary [10]. In the image-scaling process, image quality should be preserved as much as
10

possible. The basic concept of image scaling is to resample a two-dimensional function on a
new sampling grid [15], [16]. During the last years, many algorithms for image scaling have
been proposed. The simplest method is the nearest neighbour [5], which samples the nearest
pixel from original image. It has good high frequency response, but degrades image quality
due to aliasing. A widely used method is the bilinear algorithm [6]. In bilinear, the output
pixel value changes linearly according to sampling position. There is also a more complex
method called bicubic algorithm [8]. The weakness of bilinear and bicubic is the blur effect
causing bad high frequency response. Recently, many other methods using polynomial [1],
[18], adaptive [2], [17], connectivity [13], sampling [7], compression [14], or correlative
properties [11] have been proposed. However, these methods have complex representations
which imply excessive computations. In another method [3], the scale ratio is fixed at powers
of two. It prohibits the method from being used in screen resolution change requiring a
fractional scaling ratio. Most of the algorithms consider the pixel in the CCD sensor as a
single point corresponding to a sampled location. This has the advantage of simplifying the
description of an image and reducing the complexity of algorithms. However, the point-pixel
model does not simulate the physic of the photosensitive cells which are represented by
rectangular areas. In order to simulate the physic of the photosensitive cells in the CCD
sensors, Ziou et al. [19] proposed a new image model where images are globally described in
n dimensions by n-cubes called n-pixels. For example, when n=0, the image is a set of points;
when n=l, set of edges, and when n=2, a set of rectangular areas. The advantage of this
model is that it allows to represent pixels and to describe images by an algebraic formalism.
Also, the image dimension is explicit, which allows to design algorithms that operate in any
dimension. In this paper, we are interested in the case of 2-pixels which are globally called
areas pixels. Very few works have been proposed on image processing algorithms based on
areas-pixels. In [9], Kim et al. introduced a new resizing algorithm called winscale in which
pixels are considered as areas of constant intensity. Their algorithm generally gives images of
good quality but imposes many assumptions: in the scaling down process for example, the
algorithm executes differently and often not in an optimal way depending on the scaling ratio
(greater or smaller than 2); also, in the scaling up process, the algorithm works differently
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depending on the scaling ratio (an integer number or not). Those different aspects of the
winscale algorithm stem from the fixed number of constant areas-pixels of the original image
that are used to compute the mean grey level of an area-pixel of the scaled image. Also, the
authors did not define a precise mathematical model which describes an area pixel.
In this paper, we introduce a new image scaling algorithm which uses the area coverage of
the original pixels of an image for computing the pixels of the scaled image. We propose a
mathematical model for describing the areas-pixels and computing their grey levels. Our
algorithm can be seen as a generalization and improvement of the winscale algorithm. The
outline of the paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we give a description of the areapixel for the scaling algorithms. In Section 3, we present our scaling up algorithm based on
areas-pixels. Section 4 describes the scaling down algorithm. In Section 5, we present the
experimental results. We end the paper with the concluding remarks.

2 Basic concept of areas pixels
Basically, our algorithm uses an area pixel model and a domain filtering method for
image scaling. The concept of area-pixel is tightly related to the image acquisition process
inside sensors. CCD sensors are made of photosensitive cells which store up light during a
certain time (exposure time); the value attributed to a pixel is proportional to the amount of
light received at one point of the cell. In the classic model, the amount of light at one point is
used to represent the entire cell in which it is located. In the area-pixel model, a cell is no
longer represented by a single point, but by a function describing a surface. Very few authors
have addressed the concept of areas-pixels so far; however, we note that Chan et al. [4] and
Molina et al. [12] used a simple area-pixel model for the super-resolution problem: they
considered pixels as areas of constant intensity and they derive effective algorithms. In our
algorithm, the pixel shapes of the original and the scaled images are treated as rectangles. In
the case of areas-pixels of constant intensity, the intensity is evenly distributed in the
rectangles areas. For this first work, we assume that the intensity of an area-pixel is described
by a 2D polynomial of degree 1 (bilinear polynomial); this assumption offers a simple but
more general representation of areas-pixels. Other functional representations (wavelets,
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higher degree polynomials, etc.) are possible, but they are not discussed in this paper. In
Figure 1, w e show an area-pixel and its four corners points represented b y a function/. L e t ' s
consider the model of area-pixel described b y a 2 D polynomial of degree 1. Then, every point
(x,y) inside a pixel has the following intensity:

f(x, y) = ax+by + cxy + d, a,b,c,deR

/[>,;

(1)

/KJ+1]

/(«)
/[.+U]

/['*I,J*I]

Figure 1: A n area-pixel represented b y a function/.
Inside a pixel (ij), w e obtain the coefficients a, b, c and d b y solving the following system:

+1

j
j

V
(' + 1)7

7+1

i(j + l)

+ 1 y + 1 0 + l ) ( j + l)

5 V fl N
1 b
1 c
l)

/M 1

(2)

f[i+lj]
f[ij + l]
[f[i + lj + l]

We suppose that the value/[/j] is the intensity at the top-left point of the pixel (ij).
Solving (2) yields:
f(x,y) = alf[i,j]+a2f[i

+ \,j] + a,f[i,j+l]+aj[i

+ \,j+\]

(3)

a,=(l + i-x)(l + y-y)
a2=(x-i){\ + j-y)
a,={\ + i-x)(y-j)
a4=(x-i)(y-j)

3 Scaling up algorithm
W e consider each pixel of the original and the resized image as an area. Given an
original image decomposed into a number of areas corresponding to its size, w e want to
compute the mean grey level of the areas-pixels of the scaled u p image. T h e width and height
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of the new areas-pixels are determined by the scale factors (we suppose that the width and
height of the areas-pixels of the original image are equal to 1.0). For example, if the scale
factor is 2.5x2, then each area-pixel of the resized image is of size 0.4x0.5. Figure 2 shows
the areas-pixels of an original and the resized image. Each pixel of the resized image can be
in four different configurations inside the pixels of the original image.
""""T

;••*
l*lt»IMI»lt1MIMM

•

»»•..•..»•..

!

1

J

I Pixel of the original image

•

: Pixel of the resized image

Figure 2: The areas-pixels of an original and a resized image.
The different configurations are illustrated in Figure 3. The mean intensity of an area-pixel of
the resized image is obtained by computing the integral of the image in the domain covered
by that area-pixel. As we have four configurations of the pixels (see Figure 3), we also have
four cases to consider for computing the mean intensity of an area-pixel of the resized image:
Case 1: an area-pixel of the resized image is entirely included in an area-pixel of the original
image (Figure 3.a)
Let's denote by AooOfo,yo) and Au(x\,yi) the top-left and bottom-right corners delimitating the
area-pixel of the resized image. Then, the mean grey level (mean intensity) GL of the areapixel of the resized is given by:
1

*> y>

(4)

If/is described by a polynomial of degree 0 or 1, then the integral appearing in (4) can be
exactly computed without any error term by using the midpoint rule. We recall that the
midpoint rule states that:
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Figure 3: Configuration of an area-pixel of the resized image among areas-pixels of the
original image.

]f{x)dx = {b-a)f

a + b) {b-af

(5)

,

r

24

\3r»
The error term {b-a)'f\e)l2A
is zero (that is, the integral is exact) when the function / is a

polynomial of degree 0 (constant) or 1. Consequently, we can rewrite (4) as :

GL =

(6)

(«-*)(*-*)/ *f*.*f*
(xi-xa){yi-yo)

/

•*>+•*!

y» + yi

In the case of a 2D polynomial of degree 1, each term f(x,y) can be computed by using (3). In
the simple case of area-pixel of constant intensity, j{x,y)=j[int(x),int(y)] (int denotes the
integer part).
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Case 2: an area-pixel of the resized image crosses the vertical border of two areas-pixels of
the original image (Figure 3.b).
Let's denote by Aij{xi,y}), i e {0,1}, j e {0,1,2} the six points delimitating the intersection
between the area-pixel of the resized image and the two areas-pixels of the original image as
illustrated in Figure 3.b. The mean grey level GL of the area-pixel of the resized image is
given by:
GL =

i
(x,-x0)(y2-y0)H

1
x

y\

(7)

\\f{x,y)dxdy

\\f(x,y)dxdy+\]f(x,y)dxdy

( <-Xo)(yi-y«)

By using the midpoint rule, we obtain:
GL

1

y2 - ya

{yi-y0)f

(8)

''-XQ+*! A±Zi A

+ (*-*)/

* f ^

We note that if S(ij) is the top-left point of the first original area-pixel containing a part of
the area-pixel of the resized image we are computing, then y\=j+l (we recall that the width
and height of each area-pixel of the original image are considered to be equal to 1.0).

Case 3: an area-pixel of the resized image crosses the horizontal border of two areas-pixels of
the original image (Figure 3.c).
Let's denote by A,y(x,,yy), i e {0,1,2}, j e {0,1}the six points delimitating the intersection
between the area-pixel of the resized image and the two areas-pixels of the original image as
illustrated in Figure 3.c. The mean grey level GL of the area-pixel of the resized image is
given by:
GL =

1

Yi

.

(9)

\\f{x,y)dxdy

( Jf 2- J£ b)(3'i-3'o)iv

«0 >D

Jo V,

{x2-x0)(yy-y0)

j jf(x,y)dxdy+ J jf(x,y)dxdy
*l >0
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By using the midpoint rule, we obtain
1
GL = x2 xu

(*|-*o)/

'*,+*,

y0 + y^

+ {*2-Xl)f

x,+x2 y„ + yt

(10)

We note that if S(iJ) is the top-left point of the first original area-pixel containing a part of
the area-pixel of the resized image we are computing, then JCI=/+1 .

Case 4: an area-pixel of the resized image is at the intersection of four areas-pixels of the
original image (Figure 3.d)
Let's denote by A,j(x„yj), i e {0,1,2},,/' e {0,1,2} the nine points delimitating the intersection
of the area-pixel of the resized image and the four areas-pixels of the original image as
illustrated in Figure 3.d. The mean grey level GL of the area-pixel of the resized image is
given by:
GL =

{xi-xo){y2-y0)i;

(11)

j Jf(x,y)dxdy
•*<> v >

I

1 Vi V i

I I J \f{^y)dxdy

{x2-xo){yi-yo)tzU:

;

By using the midpoint rule, we obtain:
GL =

ix2-xo){y2-y0)

ii(*,.,-*,)(y»,~?,)f{^.^

(12)

1=0 j=0

4 Scaling down algorithm
For the scaling down process, the idea is to represent many areas-pixels of the original
image by a single area-pixel of the final image. For example, if the scale ratio is mxn (m in
the vertical direction and n in the horizontal direction), then mxn=mn pixels of the original
image have to be represented by only one pixel of the final image. This can be done by
subdividing the original image into blocks of mxn pixels.
Figure 4 shows how an area-pixel of the scaled down image covers many pixels of the
original image. The next step consists in finding an intensity level to represent each area17

pixel of the resized image. In our model, we consider the weighted mean value of all the parts
of the areas-pixels of the original image which are covered by the area pixel of the final
image.
Considering Figure 4, we denote by A//(jt/,yy), i e {0,l,...,N},y e {0,1,...,M} the (N+1)(M+1)
intersection borders points between areas-pixels of the original image and an area-pixel of the
scaled down image (we have supposed the general case where the scale ratio in the horizontal
direction is different from the ratio in the vertical direction). Here, x represents the lines and y
the columns.

Figure 4: Overlapping between a pixel of the scaled down image and pixels of the original
image.
Thus, the grey level GL of the pixel of the scaled down image has the following expression:
1

r v

" «

(13)

By decomposing/inside the different areas-pixels of the original image covered by the areapixel of the scaled down image, we obtain:
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N-\M-\

GL =

(xN -x0){yM - y 0 )

(14)

Vi-V'

ZZ J• \f{*>y)*«b

I=0 J=0

Finally, by using the assumption that every area-pixel of the original image is described by a
bilinear polynomial, each integral appearing in (14) can be computed by using the midpoint
rule. Consequently, we have the final expression :
iV-lM-l

GL =

yxN-x0){yM

xl+l+x, yJ+l+y,
2 ' 2

y0j(=0y=0

(15)

5 Experimental results
We have compared our algorithm to four scaling algorithms: the nearest neighbour, bilinear,
bicubic, and winscale algorithms. The first quantitative comparison is done with the root
mean square error (RMSE). We proceed as follows: an original image is scaled up with a
non-integer scale factor (1.6 in our tests) and the resulting image is scaled down with the
same scale factor. We obtain an image with the same size as the original image and we
compute the RMSE of the two images. We have used four images which are shown in Figure
5. As illustrated in Figure 6, RMSE values of our algorithm are smaller than those of the
other algorithms; this indicates that our algorithm has produced images of better quality that
are close to the original images. The winscale algorithm also has good RMSE values while
the nearest neighbour algorithm has the poorest. We can also observe that the image (d) give
the highest values of the RMSE for all the algorithms; this is because it contains a great
variety of high-frequencies which are attenuated and not well reconstructed by the different
algorithms during interpolation.

Figure 5: The four images used in the experiments.
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Figure 6: Root mean square error (RMSE) comparisons.
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• Bilinear
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• Our algorithm
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Figure 7: Standard deviation (STD) comparisons of the scaled down images.
In Figure 7, we use the standard deviation (STD) to compare the algorithms. Standard
deviation can be used to give an estimate of the blur or contrast of an image; a high value
generally means an image with few blur while a small value indicates a blurred image. The
four images used for comparison are those of Figure 5. It appears that our algorithm gives
good values of the standard deviation compared to the bilinear, bicubic or winscale
algorithms. Only the nearest neighbour has higher values, and this was predictable since the
nearest neighbour has very good contrast response although it degrades image quality due to
aliasing. Thus, our algorithm seems to better reduce blur in comparison with the bilinear,
bicubic and winscale algorithms.
Quantitative measures are generally not sufficient to compare various scaling algorithms.
Qualitative comparison is also necessary although it is subjective and dependent on human
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vision. Our algorithm has good edge characteristics. To see fine-edge characteristics, the edge
maps of the scaled down images (with scale factor of 5/2) are shown in Figure 8; Sobel's
filter was used to generate the edge maps. We have used the circular zone plate image (d)
which has horizontal frequencies that increase as we move horizontally, and vertical
frequencies that increase as we move vertically. As is shown in Figure 8, our algorithm better
keeps the high horizontal and vertical frequencies than the other algorithms. The other
algorithms lose more frequencies.
In Figure 9, we compare the aliasing generated by the different algorithms. The image of
Lena is used in this step and we present the aliasing around the right eye of Lena. Our
algorithm produces few aliasing compared to the nearest neighbour, bilinear and winscale
algorithms. It appears to be comparable to the bicubic interpolation which also results in few
aliasing.

Figure 8: The circular zoneplate image scaled down and edge map. (a) Original image (b)
Our algorithm (c) Nearest neighbour (d) Bilinear interpolation (e) Bicubic interpolation (f)
Winscale.
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Figure 9: Aliasing on the right eye after scaling up by 5/2. (a) Our algorithm (b) Nearest
neighbour (c) Bilinear interpolation (d) Bicubic interpolation (e) Winscale.

6 Conclusion
In this paper we have proposed a new and simple image scaling algorithm based on an
area pixel model rather than the classic point-pixel model. A clear mathematical model has
been described for the areas-pixels in the scaling process. We have compared our algorithm
with some of the most popular scaling algorithms (nearest neighbour, bilinear and bicubic),
and the tests have shown that our algorithm gives images of good quality with few aliasing,
high contrast and few blur. It is better than the nearest neighbour and the bilinear algorithms
concerning aliasing and compares well to the bicubic algorithm. It also has produces images
with good contrast, few blur and good high-frequency response. Our algorithm also gives
images of better quality compared to winscale, a previous constant areas-pixels-based
resizing algorithm. For the future, more complex functions (wavelets, high order
polynomials, etc.) can be used for describing the areas-pixels of an image. This may be
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helpful for better details preservation and fewer blur and aliasing, but possibly at the expense
of greater runtime.
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Chapitre 2
Redimensionnement des images par le theoreme de
Papoulis
Dans ce chapitre, nous introduisons un algorithme de redimensionnement des images qui
permet d'augmenter ou de reduire la resolution d'une image avec prise en charge des hautes
frequences. En effet, les details d'une image, qui permettent de distinguer les objets et les
formes, sont contenus dans les hautes frequences et doivent etre preserves autant que possible
afin de ne pas perdre des informations importantes dans une image. La principale
contribution de ce chapitre consiste a utiliser les derivees d'une image dans le processus de
redimensionnement. Cette approche est motive'e par le fait que les derivees d'une image
contiennent les informations sur les variations d'intensite de couleur des pixels, et done sur
les hautes frequences. Afin de combiner, durant 1'interpolation, l'image originale et ses
derivees, nous defmissons un modele de reconstruction d'images basee sur le theoreme
d'echantillonnage generalise de Papoulis [12]. Ainsi, une image redimensionnee est vue dans
notre modele comme la somme d'une image de basses frequences et d'une ou plusieurs
images de hautes frequences. Soulignons ici que dans le precedent chapitre, le
redimensionnement utilise essentiellement les techniques du calcul integral pour le calcul des
moyennes de niveaux de gris, ce qui peut etre vu comme des filtres de basses frequences.
Aussi, contrairement au chapitre precedent, nous considerons dans ce chapitre le pixel
comme un point et non comme une unite surfacique. En effet, le theoreme de Papoulis utilise
des echantillons discrets d'un signal pour reconstruire le signal continu.
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Nous presentons, dans les pages qui suivent, un article intitule A New Image Scaling
Algorithm Based on the Sampling Theorem of Papoulis qui est paru dans les actes de
International Conference on Image Analysis and Recognition (ICIAR), Montreal, Canada,
2007 [29]. Le probleme a ete pose par le professeur Djemel Ziou. J'ai realise, valide et redige
ce travail sous sa supervision. Le professeur Francois Deschenes a apporte de nombreux
commentaires sur ce travail.
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A New Image Scaling Algorithm Based on the
Sampling Theorem of Papoulis
Alain Hore, Djemel Ziou, and Frangois Deschenes
August, 2007

Abstract. We present in this paper a new image scaling algorithm which is based
on the generalized sampling theorem of Papoulis. The main idea consists in using
the first and second derivatives of an image in the scaling process. The
derivatives contain information about edges and discontinuities that should be
preserved during resizing. The sampling theorem of Papoulis is used to combine
this information. We compare our algorithm with eight of the most common
scaling algorithms and two measures of quality are used: the standard deviation
for evaluation of the blur, and the curvature for evaluation of the aliasing. The
results presented here show that our algorithm gives the best images with very
few aliasing, good contrast, good edge preserving and few blur.
Keywords: Papoulis, image, resizing, scaling, curvature, derivatives, resolution.

1 Introduction
Image scaling algorithms are widely used in many applications going from simple
personal pictures processing to complex microscopic defects identification. Scaling is desired
because the resolutions of image sources are various and depend on their acquisition device,
while the physical screen resolution of a digital display device is fixed [7]. Consequently, in
the case where the resolution of an image is different from the screen resolution of a digital
display device, we need to perform resizing. In the image-scaling process, image quality
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should be preserved as much as possible; thus, we need to preserve edges and have few blur
and aliasing.
The basic concept of image scaling is to resample a two-dimensional function on a new
sampling grid [13, 14]. During the last years, many algorithms for image resizing have been
proposed. The simplest method is the nearest neighbour [4], which samples the nearest pixel
from original image. It has good high frequency response, but degrades image quality due to
aliasing. The widely used methods are the bilinear and bicubic algorithm [5, 6]. Their
weakness is blur effect causing bad high frequency response. Other complex algorithms have
been proposed in the last years. Among them are the Lanczos algorithm, the Hanning
algorithm and the Hermite algorithm [10]. They are mainly based on interpolation through
finite sinusoidal filters. These algorithms produce images of various qualities which are
generally better when the filter used has a shape close to the sine function. A new algorithm
called winscale has been proposed [8] where pixels are considered as areas of constant
intensity. This algorithm gives images with quality comparable to the bilinear algorithm.
Other algorithms using adaptive [2, 15], correlative [9], polynomial [1] or fixed scale factors
[3] properties have also been proposed in the last years. However, these methods are based on
various assumptions (smoothness, regularity, etc.) which may lead to bad results when they
are not satisfied.
In this paper, we introduce a new image scaling algorithm which is based on the generalized
sampling theorem of Papoulis [12]. In signal processing, this theorem is used for perfect
reconstruction of a signal given a set of its sampled signals. In our scaling algorithm, we take
advantage of the information provided by the derivatives of an image in the resizing process.
For example, the first derivative gives information about edges or regions of grey levels
variations; also, the second derivative extracts image details more accurately. Combining this
information (with Papoulis' theorem) during the resizing process tends to produce images of
better quality than algorithms based on only the original image.
The outline of the paper is organized as follows: in section 2, we present the problem
statement. In section 3, we describe the generalized sampling theorem of Papoulis. In section
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4, we apply the theorem to image scaling. Section 5 presents the experimental results. We end
the paper with the concluding remarks.

2 Problem Statement
The basic concept of image scaling is to resample a two-dimensional function on a new
sampling grid. According to signal processing, the problem is to correctly compute signal
values at arbitrary continuous times from a set of discrete-time samples of the signal
amplitude. In other words, we must be able to interpolate the signal between samples. When
we assume that the original signal is bandlimited to half the sampling rate (Nyquist criterion),
the sampling theorem of Shannon states that the signal can be exactly and uniquely
reconstructed for all time from its samples by bandlimited interpolation using an ideal lowpass filter. When the Nyquist criterion is not satisfied, the frequencies overlap; that is,
frequencies above half the sampling rate will be reconstructed as, and appear as, frequencies
below half the sampling rate [11]. This causes aliasing. In the case of image scaling, the
effect is quite noticeable and leads to a loss of details of the original image. Several methods
have been proposed in the last years to approximate the perfect reconstruction model of
Shannon. They are generally based on finite interpolation filters with various analytical
expressions ranging from polynomial to sinusoidal functions [10]. When the filter is very
different from an ideal filter (sine function), aliasing and blurring occur [16]. Generally, the
scaling algorithms are subject to the trade-off between high contrast, few aliasing and
unnoticeable blur. This appears because the same finite filter is applied to both the low and
high frequency components. Thus, in some cases the unique filter will tend to blur the image
while in other cases aliasing will occur. To reduce the aliasing and blur effects, we propose to
use image derivatives in the reconstruction process. The image derivatives enhance the highfrequencies. Blurring is attenuated because the use of enhanced high-frequencies enables a
good preservation of contrast in the scaling process and prevents the image from being
uniformly smooth. Aliasing is reduced because high-frequencies allow us to enhance both
spatial and radiometric resolutions. To combine together the image and its partial derivatives,
we propose to use the generalized sampling theorem of Papoulis [12]. This theorem enables
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us, in the reconstruction process, to use the information provided by the derivatives of an
image so as to better handle aliasing and blurring artefacts. In the next section, we present the
generalized sampling theorem of Papoulis.

3 Papoulis' Sampling Theorem
Given a a-bandlimited function f{t) satisfying the following conditions:
- / h a s a finite energy :

\\fitfdt

(2)
<oo

- /has a Fourier transform that vanishes outside the interval [-a, a].
The sampling theorem of Papoulis [12] gives an expression of J{t) as function of its sampling
gkinT) (k=l,...,m , n=-oo,...,oo) where the gk(t) are sampled at a low resolution T=mTo=nm/a
(To=7t/o is the period of the signal/).
Given m linear systems H\(w),...,Hm(w), we pass through them the signaler) which is abandlimited. Then, we obtain the following function gk(t):
1

a

(3)

where F(w) denotes the Fourier transform of the signal/(r).
Papoulis' generalized sampling theorem states that the original signal f(t) can be
reconstructed using the formula:

/(') = ! I s4(»r)*('-«r)
where
i r^vf...^.^s...
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.
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The Yk (k=\,...,m) are solutions of the following system:
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(7)

H](w)Y](w,t)+...+Hm(w,t)Ym{W,t)=\
rct

-J
Hl(w+rc)Yl(w,t)+...+Hm(w+rc)Ym(w,t)=e-

Hl(w+(m-\)c)Yl(w,t)+...+Hm(w+{m-[)c)Ym{w,t)=ej{

4 Using Papoulis' Sampling Theorem for Image Scaling
Let's define the following filters functions H\{w),...,Hm{w) in the Fourier domain:

"kMHJw?'1' *=l.".,m

(8)

In accordance with expression (2), Fourier transform properties give:
(9)

<\ ,(M/ \ , ,
**(')=/

'{t), k=l

m

Thus, the signal/(0 can be expressed in function of its m-\ derivatives sampled at 1/m the
Nyquist rate. In our model, we consider only the case where m=3 (we use the original image
and its first and second derivatives), but we could choose any value. For m=3, we have
T=3iz/a and c=2a/3
Solving (4) and (6) yields:
°0)

3(l8+crV)sinV/3)
y.(0=
2<rV
27sin3(<w/3)

^(0

s

27sin3(cr//3)
2a3f

Finally, using (3) we obtain:
(11)
f(»T)
/ ( f ) = 3 sin (<rt/3) I
(-if
n=-°°

+f'(nT)-

-+9
a(at-3nn)

+r{nT)~-~

2a

(at-Inn)

Figure 1 presents the different filters functions which are applied to the original signal and its
derivatives. The plot of y\(t) shows that the filter has a high energy around the central point.
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Even if some oscillations are noticeable, they are very damped in comparison to a sine
function, and thefilterfunction tends rapidly towards 0.

(a)Plotof;y,(0

(b)Plotof>2(r)

Figure 1: Plot of the filters functions.
Concerning the plot of the filter ^(O of the first derivative, we observe that it tends very
rapidly towards 0 and the different contributions of the points around the central point are not
high (less than 0.05). Thus, the influence of the first derivative seems to be smaller than that
of the original signal during the resizing process. For calculation purposes, it is reasonable to
consider a window of small half-width (5 for example) since the energy of the filter is
concentrated in a small interval around 0.
The third plot in Figure 1 represents the filter function yi(t) applied to the second derivative.
Here also, the contribution of the different points is very small (~ 10"3) compared to those of
the original signal and the first derivative. Thus, the influence of the second derivative is
smaller than the original signal and the first derivative. The oscillations tends rapidly towards
0 but not as quickly as y2(0From Figure 1, it appears that our scaling algorithm may produce ringing effects due to the
oscillations observed in the plot of the filters functions; however, they are quite unnoticeable
because, unlike the sine filter, the contributions of the points causing these oscillations are not
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significant to alter the rendered signal. Also, we observe that a small window can be
considered for practical purposes since the filters have their energy mainly concentrated in
small intervals around the central point.

5 Experimental Results
For implementation of the algorithm, we have T=\ and (T=3K. Also, we note that we have
only considered ID signal in the previous section. In order to apply the algorithm to images,
we use separability, that is wefirstcompute only the columns of the image by using (10), and
then we compute only the lines using the same formula. We also use a finite summation of
(10). We have seen in the previous section that a small window could be used for the filters
functions due to the concentration of their energies in small intervals around the central point.
Generally, a window of half-width 5 gives good results (very few aliasing and blur) and there
is no significant difference with windows of higher width.
Given a pixel located at (i,j), we use the following vertical derivatives (corresponding to
lines):
[

lr

(12)

n

jVJhfAiJh£f(i+W)-f(i-lJ)]
fVJ)=f~(iJ)=\[f(i+2Jh2f(iJ)+f(i-2j)]
The different steps of the scaling algorithms are as follows:
- Compute the first and second horizontal derivatives of the original image.
- Use (10) to scale the image in the horizontal direction. This yields an image g.
- Compute the first and second vertical derivatives of the image g.
- Use (10) to scale g in the vertical direction. This yields the original image scaled in the
horizontal and vertical directions.
The horizontal derivatives are computed in a similar way. The computational complexity of
our algorithm depends on the size MxN of the original image, the scale factor R, and the
width Wof the convolution filters y\, y2 and y*. The computation of the derivatives is O(MN)
and the computation of the sum in (10) is 0(W2R2MN). Thus, the global computational
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complexity of our algorithm is equivalent to that of the usual scaling algorithms based on
convolution filters (for example, the algorithms of Lanczos and Hanning).
We have compared our algorithm to eight of the most popular resizing algorithms (nearest
neighbour, bilinear algorithm, bicubic, Hermite, Mitchell, Hanning, Gauss and Lanczos
interpolation). These algorithms are mainly based on polynomial or sinusoidal interpolation.
Three images are used for the comparison between the different algorithms: "Lena", "Alain"
and the "cameraman". The images are shown in Figure 2. For the experiments, the images are
scaled up by a factor of 2, 4 and 8. For displaying purposes, the resized images have been
adjusted to fit the page limits.

Figure 2: Images used in the experiments.
In Figure 3, we notice that the right eye of "Lena" is better observed in our model. The
algorithms of Gauss and Mitchell produce noticeable blur. Images obtained using the
Hanning algorithm, nearest neighbour or Hermite interpolation contain a lot of aliasing. The
bicubic interpolation introduces little aliasing and the Lanczos algorithm yields a slightly
blurred image.
Figure 4 illustrates the result for the left eye and cheek of the "Alain" image after resizing
using our algorithm and the others presented previously for comparison. It clearly appears
that our method gives the best results. There is fine contrast, less blur and unnoticeable
aliasing while images obtained through Gauss and Mitchell algorithms produce visible blur.
Images generated by Hermite, Hanning or bilinear interpolation are very aliased, and it is also
the case for the nearest neighbour algorithm. Bicubic interpolation is slightly blurred but of
good quality. The Lanczos algorithm also produces an image of good quality with few blur
and aliasing.
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Figure 3: Right eye of "Lena" after 2x scaling up.
In Figure 5, we show the result for the head of the "cameraman" using our algorithm and the
eight other scaling algorithms. Here also, it is noticeable that our method gives the best
results. There is less blur and few aliasing while images obtained through Gauss and Mitchell
algorithms produce visible blur. Images generated by the nearest neighbour, Hermite,
Hanning and bilinear interpolation are aliased. The Lanczos algorithm produces images of
good quality comparable to our algorithm but with slight additional blur. Bicubic
interpolation generates blur.
Table 1 presents the results of the computation of the standard deviation on some parts of the
different images used for experiments: the right eye of "Lena" which is shown in Figure 3,
the left eye and cheek of "Alain" which are shown in Figure 4 and the head of the
"cameraman" which is shown in Figure 5. Standard deviation is a measure of the distance
between pixels grey levels and their mean value. It's a dispersion criterion which can be used
for estimating how blurred an image is: the more it has a high value, the less the image is
blurred.
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(a) Our algorithm

(b) Gauss

(c) Bilinear

(g) Hanning

(h) Nearest neighbour

(i) Lanczos

Figure 4: Left eye and cheek of "Alain" after 4x scaling up.
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(g) Hanning

(h) Nearest neighbour

Figure 5: Head of the "cameraman" after 8x scaling up.
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Algorithms

Right eye of Lena

Left eye of Alain

Head of the cameraman

Papoulis

46.58

43.26

62.57

Gauss

45.38

42.22

60.98

Hermite

45.74

42.52

61.51

Nearest neighbour

46.26

42.98

62.34

Bilinear

45.69

42.50

61.84

Lanczos

46.25

42.95

62.20

Bicubic

46.10

42.95

62.07

Hanning

45.76

42.54

61.54

Mitchell

45.73

42.50

61.44

Table 1: Standard d«jviation on different parts of "Lena", "A ain" and the "cameraman"
images.
We notice that our algorithm (Papoulis' method) gives the highest values for the standard
deviation compared to the other algorithms. Thus, our algorithm tends to produce images
with less blur and good contrast. This was quite predictable considering the results of the
scaled images shown in Figures 3-5. The smallest values are given by the algorithm of Gauss
and it's consistent with the observations in Figures 3-5.
We note that during the experiments, we visually observed that a unit difference between two
images relatively to their standard deviation has a significant impact on the amount of blur.
In Table 2, we use the curvature for studying how the different algorithms deal with aliasing
around edges. Given a function/, the curvature at a point (x,y) is defined by:
2

c(x,y) =

-2x—x—x——+—^-x —
\*yj

dx dy dxdy gy2 \dx

{^2}

(13)

+
J

v3>7

Curvature characterizes the flatness of an edge or a boundary. It is a good measure for
evaluating aliasing: a low curvature indicates a less aliased edge or area. Table 2 presents the
results of the computation of the curvature on the right eye of "Lena", the left eye and cheek
of "Alain" and the head of the "cameraman". It appears that our algorithm yields the smallest
results, meaning that we have few aliasing compared to the other algorithms. As could be
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expected, the nearest neighbour produces the highest values of the curvature; this confirms
the fact that it generates very aliased images. The two other algorithms which produce high
aliasing are those of Hanning and Hermite, and it's consistent with the results observed in
Figure 3-5. We note that the algorithm of Lanczos is the one which gives some results close
to our algorithm. The bicubic interpolation also gives some interesting results.
Algorithms

Right eye of Lena

Left eye of Alain

Head of the cameraman

Papoulis

3.92

5.71

4.44

Gauss

5.66

9.17

12.26

Hermite

7.90

13.67

15.00

Nearest neighbour

58.93

61.38

63.03

Bilinear

5.14

8.06

13.23

Lanczos

4.08

6.67

8.55

Bicubic

4.34

7.61

12.84

Hanning

8.49

14.54

15.26

Mitchell

4.57

7.47

12.98

Table 2: Curvature on different parts of "Lena", "Alain" and the "cameraman" images.

6 Conclusion
We have presented a new image scaling algorithm which is based on the generalized
sampling theorem of Papoulis. In our model, we use the high-frequencies information
provided by the derivatives of an image to perform the scaling process. The tests realized
have shown that our algorithm gives satisfying results which are better than those of the most
usual scaling algorithms: we have obtained less blurred images, and details and edges are
well preserved with very few aliasing. We have used two metrics for comparing our
algorithm with eight other scaling algorithms: the standard deviation of pixels grey levels and
the curvature. These metrics have confirmed the visual results of the images obtained through
the different algorithms: our algorithm gives the highest standard deviations, so we have less
blur. Also, we have obtained the smallest values of the curvature, meaning that our algorithm
produces images with fewer aliasing than the usual scaling algorithms. Thus, it can represent
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a good choice for applications that need and require images of high quality (very few
aliasing, very few blur, high contrast and good edge preserving).
Further work will be the reduction of the run time of our algorithm. The use of three filters
functions introduces more sequential computations than a single filter as provided by many
scaling algorithms. A possible solution is to take advantage of parallelism in the
implementation of our algorithm. Other solutions like implementation on FPGA devices can
also be considered.
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Chapitre 3
Reduction du crenelage dans les images
Dans ce chapitre, nous abordons le probleme du crenelage, un type de degradation
couramment

rencontre

en

imagerie

(regulierement

dans

les

algorithmes

de

redimensionnement d'images). Nous proposons une equation differentielle aux derivees
partielles permettant de reduire le crenelage sur les contours et les lignes d'une image par le
principe de la diffusion. Le but de la diffusion est d'eviter d'appliquer le meme lissage sur les
differents pixels d'une image afin de reduire le flou. De maniere generate, le crenelage
apparait sur les zones de gradient eleve d'intensite ou de couleur, c'est-a-dire les zones de
hautes frequences telles que les details et les contours. L'equation de diffusion que nous
proposons est une amelioration du modele de diffusion de Perona et Malik [15]. Plus
specifiquement, la premiere contribution de ce travail consiste a utiliser ce que nous appelons
la diffusivite inverse, qui est une reecriture adequate du coefficient de diffusivite du modele
de Perona et Malik. Cette diffusivite inverse permet une meilleure diffusion dans les zones de
gradient eleve (caracteristique du crenelage) tandis que les autres zones sont moins
concernees par la diffusion. La deuxieme contribution de ce travail consiste a generaliser
notre modele en inserant un filtre passe-haut dans l'equation de diffusion afin d'augmenter le
contraste et de reduire la perte des hautes frequences engendree intrinsequement par la
diffusion.

Le filtre passe-haut utilise dans notre travail est un filtre Laplacien et il est

parametre par un coefficient multiplicatif definissant en quelque sorte le degre de
rehaussement des hautes frequences de 1'image. La troisieme contribution de ce travail est
Fadaptation de la diffusivite dans le cas des lignes en se basant, non plus sur le gradient de
1'image, mais sur les valeurs propres de la matrice hessienne associee a 1'image. En effet,
certaines etudes ont revele que le gradient n'est pas un bon estimateur pour la determination
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des lignes [16, 17] et que de meilleures estimations pouvaient etre obtenues en utilisant les
valeurs propres de la matrice hessienne, ce que nous avons confirme experimentalement dans
le cas de la reduction du crenelage sur les lignes.
Nous presentons, dans les pages qui suivent, un article intitule Reducing Aliasing in
Images: A PDE-based Diffusion Revisited [30] qui est publie au journal international
Pattern Recognition. Une version compacte de ce travail, intitulee A Simple Diffusion
Equation for Reducing Aliasing in Images, a ete acceptee pour publication dans les actes
de International Conference on Image Processing (ICIP), Bruxelles, Belgique, 2011 [31]. Le
professeur Djemel Ziou a pose le probleme et propose une version preliminaire de l'equation
aux derivees partielles. J'ai raffine cette equation et j'ai valide et redige le travail sous sa
supervision.
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Reducing aliasing in images: a PDE-based diffusion
revisited
Djemel Ziou and Alain Hore

August, 2011

Abstract. In this paper, we introduce a new diffusion algorithm that can be used
for reducing aliasing on both step edges and lines. It derives from the diffusion
model of Perona and Malik, and works as an adaptive level-curve method in
which diffusion is carried out in the normal direction of the gradient for step
edges, while the eigenvalues of the Hessian matrix are used for lines. To get sharp
images, we use high-pass filters to preserve as much as possible the high
frequency content while diffusing. Experimental tests using grayscale and color
images show that our algorithm efficiently reduces aliasing.
Keywords: Diffusion, aliasing, step edges, lines, curvature, Hessian matrix,
zipper effect.

1 Introduction
In signal processing, aliasing refers to an effect that causes different signals to become
indistinguishable (or aliases of one another) when sampled [1]. More commonly in image
processing, aliasing is found in the form of poorly pixelized images in which stairlike edges
appear where there should normally be smooth. These stairlike edges are generally called
jaggies or aliasing. An example of an image featuring aliasing can be seen in Figure 1 where
the black ellipses show some aliasing. Aliasing is frequently encountered in resampling
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algorithms, and severe aliasing is particularly found when using the nearest neighbour
resampling algorithm [2].

Figure 1: Image containing aliasing (jaggies).
Aliasing phenomena can be explained by using the sampling theory. Indeed, the NyquistShannon's theorem asserts that the uniformly spaced discrete samples of a signal that is
bandlimited are a complete representation of the signal if the bandwidth is less than half the
sampling rate [3]. When the Nyquist-Shannon's conditions are not satisfied, aliasing occurs.
Thus, to reduce aliasing, a linear low-pass filter is sometimes used in order to remove
frequencies above half the sampling rate. However, the output image is blurred. To overcome
that issue, authors have proposed to selectively blur pixels that are concerned by aliasing [4].
Diffusion process is among the best strategies found in the literature for selectively blurring
an image. Moreover, it is used for image denoising, image deblurring and image
enhancement [4-7]. Diffusion is analytically defined using the following partial differential
equation (PDE) known as the diffusion equation:
df{X y,t)
dt =divmx,y,t)Vf(x,y,t)]

(1)

f{x,y,0) = f0(x,y)
where f(x,y,t) is the density of the diffusing material at pixel location (x,y) and time t, A(x,y,t)
the diffusion coefficient at location (x,y) and time t, V the gradient operator, and div the
divergence operator. At the initial time 7=0,/is equal to/o, which is the starting point of the
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diffusion process. Perona and Malik have used diffusion for removing noise in images [8],
and PDE (1) can also be used for reducing aliasing in images. In the next lines, we consider
aliasing in the case of step edges. In Section 5, we will study the case of lines. For a better
diffusion that does not oversmooth images, the diffusivity X is not constant and depends on x,
y and t, which gives an anisotropic diffusion. If X does not depend on/, the diffusion is linear;
in the other case, it is nonlinear. Some expressions given to X are as follows:
1

A(x,y,t)=1+

or A(x,y,t) = exp

||V/(*,*/)

|v/(*.*0|
2J32

(2)

fl

In (2), the coefficient ft is used to control the diffusion factor. We can observe that when the
gradient is large (which corresponds to edge points), X is small; in the opposite, X is high
when the gradient is small (which corresponds to smooth or homogenous regions). Note that
the diffusivity X{x,y,t) is chosen to be a decreasing function of the magnitude of the gradient
in order to sharpen edges during the diffusion process [8]. In [9-10], more information can be
found on the selection of the diffusivity coefficients. In the rest of the paper, we use as X(x,y,t)
the first expression in (2).

Figure 2: (a) Part of an aliased image, (b) Resulting image obtained after 8 iterations by using
the algorithm of Perona and Malik.
The PDE given in (1) tends to create images which are not pleasant visually [11]. In fact,
even if it is efficient for blurring and reducing noise, it is not efficient for reducing aliasing
found on edges (see for example the borders of the hat in the front in Figure 2), and we
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propose a new solution which exploits the local curvature of pixels around edges to
efficiently reduce edge aliasing while preserving the uniform regions. The model that we
propose makes use of an inverse diffusivity \-X{x,y,t), and it can be seen as both a
simplification and an enhancement of the diffusion equation of Perona and Malik. In fact, we
examine the diffusion PDE of Perona and Malik, and we deduce a PDE adapted for reducing
aliasing. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we describe the weakness
of the Perona and Malik's PDE in reducing aliasing. In Section 3, we introduce our new
model for reducing aliasing in step edges in the case of grey-level images, and in Section 4
we present some experimental results. In Section 5, we extend our model for reducing
aliasing in images containing lines. In Section 6, we describe the application of our model in
the case of color images.

2 Inefficiency of the Perona and Malik's PDE in reducing aliasing
By decomposing the divergence operator, (1) is equivalent to:
df{x,y,t)
dt

• = A(x,y,t)Af(x,y,t)

+

VA(x,y,t)-Vf(x,y,t)

(3)

f{x,y,0) = f0(x,y)
where • denotes the scalar product, and A the Laplacian operator. We will now show that this
PDE is not suitable for reducing aliasing. In [12], it is shown that:

where n is the direction of the gradient, n±the normal direction of the gradient, K the
curvature along the underlying edge, which is given by (in practice, 1 is added to the
denominator to avoid null values which can occur in constant regions for example):
f2f
J x J vy

-If

f f
J xJ yJ xy

+ f

2

f

J \ J xx

(K\

(fr+fy)
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The term d2f/dnl

is related to the curvature of the underlying edge [13], and is equal to zero

only if the underlying edge is straight and theoretically infinite at the junction points. Note
that the second directional derivative along the gradient is [14]:

0 = O+ /,'+/,f\,

(6)

where Kn is the normal curvature along the gradient [15] which is computed as follows:
f2f

+2f

f f

+f

2

f

" = (/>/,!)(l + /,2+/,2f
As VA(x,y,t)-Vf

(x,y,t)

represents a scalar product, and by substituting (4) in (3), we

derive:
9/(

^?)=A(;t,^032/^

f(x,y,0)

(8)

= f0(x,y)

where </>(x, y,t)

denotes the angle between VZ{x, y,t)

and V/(;c, y,t).

Equation (8)

contains two interesting terms: the first right term corresponds to the diffusion of the image
luminance in the gradient direction, and it is related to the normal curvature along the
gradient Kn. The second term in equation (8), which is related to the diffusion of the image
luminance along the direction orthogonal to the gradient, describes how the change in pixel
intensity alters the local curvature tcof the underlying edge (which in simple terms can be
defined as the degree of flatness of an edge). Thus, this is normally the main part of the
diffusion equation that plays a major role in reducing edge aliasing. Let us focus now on the
diffusion process. In the vicinity of a step edge, the magnitude of the gradient | V / | is high
and X is small: consequently, the diffusion due to the first term is weak in the gradient
direction, and the aliasing reduction due to the second term is also weak (we assume that
||VA| is also small). In a homogeneous region, the magnitude of the gradient | V / |
approaches zero and X is high: consequently, a strong reduction of aliasing is carried out. In
fact, this behaviour is not suitable for reducing aliasing in an image. Indeed, in the vicinity of
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an edge, we need a strong reduction of edge aliasing, while aliasing reduction is not needed in
a homogeneous region.

3 A new model for reducing aliasing in images
From PDE (8), we can extract two diffusion models given by the following PDEs:

dt
f{x,y,0)
df yJ>>

^

v

=

J

'

=

(9)

fQ(x,y)

= [A(x, y,t)

f{x,y,0)

dn2

AT+||V^(X,

y,t)\\cos<p{x, y,t)JVf

{x, y,t)\\

f0(x,y)

PDE (9) favours diffusion in the direction of the gradient. PDE (10) favours diffusion in the
direction orthogonal to the gradient, which is the kind of diffusion observed in some previous
works [16, 17]. In fact, PDE (10) can be seen as the evolution of a level curve that moves in
the

normal

direction

speed/£(.*, y,t)>c+WZ(x, y,t)

and

reduces

COS0(JC, y,t).

the

edge

aliasing

with

a

To get a better idea of the performance of these

diffusion models, we simply apply them to an aliased image, and we observe how aliasing is
reduced. In Figure 3, we show an example. As we can observe, aliasing is slightly reduced by
using PDE (10), while it seems to be increased by using PDE (9). It also appears that the
contrast is more preserved with PDE (9) than PDE (10). We have used 8 iterations in this
example, which is sufficient enough to show how the two PDEs behave in reducing aliasing
(normally, at each iteration step, the image becomes smoother and aliasing is reduced). As we
are interested in reducing aliasing, we will favour PDE (10) compared to PDE (9) and explain
further how to enhance the high frequency content and the contrast. Note that even if PDE
(10) better reduces aliasing than PDE (9) in Figure 3, there still remains some aliasing. This
happens because of the use of the diffusivity X(x,y,t) that does not contribute a lot (it is quite
equal to 0) to reducing aliasing near edge points (where the gradient is high). Thus, we need
to adapt the diffusivity to the context of reducing edge aliasing. To solve that issue, we
propose to use an inverse diffusivity \-X(x,y,t) since 0<X(x,y,t)<\. Consequently, for smaller
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values of X(x,y,t) which are found near aliased edges (corresponding to high values of |V/|),
]-X(x,y,t) is increasing and approaches 1. Thus, the local curvature /ris less attenuated or
damped, meaning a strong diffusion, which reduces aliasing. We precise that, in the case of
straight edges (which are weakly affected by aliasing), Kapproaches 0 and diffusion is
negligible, which is desirable. In homogenous regions, 1 -X(x,y,t) approaches 0 and K is
highly attenuated, meaning a very weak diffusion, and thus aliasing reduction is not
performed or is negligible, which is suitable. In general, the inverse diffusivity \-k(x,y,t),
which is an increasing function with respect to ||V/|, contributes a lot in reducing aliasing
efficiently through diffusion. Consequently, PDE (10) is transformed as follows:

Figure 3: (a) Aliased image, (b) Resulting image obtained after 8 iterations by using equation
(9). (c) Resulting image obtained after 8 iterations by using equation (10).
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y(

^'f)=8[(1-^(jc>y,0)^|^(^y^)|cos(^]|v/(x,y,f)|

(11)

f(x,y,0) = f0(x,y)
Note thatV(l-A(x,y,t))-Vf(x,y,t)

= -VA(x,y,t)-Vf(x,y,t).

As we did for PDE (8), we

can extract two PDEs from (11):
(12)
f{x,y,0) = f0(x,y)
^ y ^

=

dt

-pA(x,y,t)\\cos<p{x,y,t)\\Vf(x,y,t)\\

(13)

f{x,y,0) = f0(x,y)

\
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Figure 4: (a) Aliased image, (b) Resulting image obtained after 5 iterations by using equation
(11). (c) Corresponding image using equation (12). (d) Corresponding image using equation
(13).
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In Figure 4, we present some results that were obtained with only 5 iterations. As we can
observe, PDE (13) yields the poorest results in reducing aliasing. In the opposite, PDE (11)
and PDE (12) reduce aliasing efficiently, and yield undistinguishable images. In fact, the
interpretation that can be made is that in (11), the term - V/l(jc,;y,f) cos^(x,y,f)is
negligible compared to [l-A(x,y,t))ic.

For clarification purposes, we note that, conversely

to \-X(x,y,t), (\-X(x,y,t))K in (12) is not a monotonic function with respect to the magnitude of
the gradient. In the rest of the paper, we will use PDE (12) instead of PDE (11) since it
appears to be a reduced form of PDE (11) and yet yielding similar unaliased images. Also
from Figure 4, we note that compared to Figure 3, PDE (12) reduces more aliasing than PDEs
(9) and (10) while using a smaller number of iterations. Our diffusion model given by (12)
generalizes the popular level-curve method that is used for example in [17] and which
appears to be a particular case when X(x,y,t) is set to 0 for all pixels (this case assumes that all
pixels have a high gradient, which may be understood as they are all edge pixels).
For reducing aliasing, equation (12) is applied to all pixels, and the process is iterative as
explained in Section 5 (note that the temporal parameter t on which the image/depends can
be seen as the iteration parameter). The effect of the number of iterations on the reduction of
aliasing is described in Figure 5 where we show a series of images obtained from the image
in Figure 3a using PDE (12) with 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 iterations. We also show in Figure 5 the
absolute difference between the original aliased image and the different anti-aliased images.
In fact, the absolute difference image represents the degree of aliasing that has been removed
or reduced. In general, the more the absolute difference image is close to a uniform black
image, the less aliasing is reduced. As we can observe in Figure 5, when the number of
iterations increases, the difference image contains less black pixels, meaning that aliasing is
more reduced, which joins the observations in [18]. We note that applying the diffusion to all
pixels may yield blurred images when the number of iterations used is high (we recall that at
each iteration step, the image becomes smoother). An example is given in Figure 6(a)-(b)
where an aliased image is processed using PDE (12) with 8 iterations. As we can see, the
final image is blurred, which is not interesting even if aliasing is reduced. At some extent,
details and high frequency content are lost during diffusion.
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(a2)

(al)

(dl)

Figure 5: Effect of the number of iterations, (a ,(bl),(cl),(dl): Images obtained using PDE
(12) with 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 iterations respecti :ly. (a2),(b2),(c2),(d2): Absolute difference
between the original image and (al),(bl),(cl),(c ) respectively.
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In this paper, to avoid oversmoothing, we propose to enhance the high frequency content
before diffusing the image. The idea here is close to what is found in unsharp masking.
Enhancing the high frequency content can be seen as adding the high frequency content of
the image/o to the image/o- This way, we assume that the low frequency content of the image
is kept unchanged, while the high frequency is enhanced. Consequently, diffusing the
enhanced image will reduce aliasing while also keeping as much as possible details and high
frequency content. Note that we will still have some details lost because of the low-pass
nature of diffusion, but we will preserve more high frequency content than using only the
original degraded image without adding high frequency content. Extracting the high
frequency content of an image can be seen as applying a high-pass filter to the image. Thus,
equation (12) can be improved as follows:

' ^ l = [>-2(,,y.()],|V/(^,()|

(]4)

f{x,y,0) = f0(x,y) + a[iy{f0){x,y)]
where a represents a real parameter describing the amount of high frequency content that we
want to preserve, *P a high-pass filter (for example Laplacian, Gaussian high pass filter,
derivative operators). In our examples, we will use the Laplacian as W, that is:
Wo)(x,y)=AMx,y).

Figure 6: (a) Part of the aliased image, (b) Reconstruction with a=0 using 8 iterations, (c)
Result with ct=0.25. (d) et=0.4. (e) a=OJ.
In Figure 6, we show some results of the diffusion process corresponding to different values
of a. As can be observed, increasing the value of a tends to enhance the high frequency
content, which increases the contrast of images and reduces blur. Note that aliasing is still
well reduced.
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Figure 7: Effect of the parameter a. (al),(bl),(cl),(dl): Images obtained using PDE (14) with
8 iterations and a=0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6 respectively. (a2),(b2),(c2),(d2): Absolute difference
between the original image and (a 1 ),(b 1 ),(c 1 ),(d 1) respectively.
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Another example describing the effect of a on the reduction of aliasing in images is presented
in Figure 7 where we show a series of images obtained from the image in Figure 3a using
PDE (14) with 8 iterations and four values of a which are 0, 0.2,0.4 and 0.6. We also show in
Figure 7 the absolute difference between the original aliased image and the different antialiased images. Here, the absolute difference image characterizes the enhancement of the
high frequency content. The more the absolute difference image is close to a uniform black
image, the less the high frequency content is enhanced. As we can observe in Figure 7 for a
fixed number of iterations, when the value of a increases, the difference image contains less
black pixels, meaning that the high frequency content is more enhanced or less blurred. This
is also confirmed numerically by using the standard deviation. As the standard deviation
measures the dispersion around the mean value, a smaller value generally means more
uniform pixels, which can also be understood as more blur, while a higher value denotes the
opposite. For the images in Figure 7(al,bl,cl,dl), a local standard deviation measure yields
19.52, 21.18, 22.59, and 23.36 respectively. In general, we recommend the use of small
positive values of a (for example, 0<a<0.5) for reducing aliasing, since bigger values tend to
enhance too much the high frequency content which in turn decreases the efficiency to reduce
edge aliasing. The case of negative values of a is not considered in this paper, but we can
simply state that it can be used to smooth images, which can be helpful for removing additive
noise for example.

4 Experimental results and analysis
For implementation purposes, we use a finite difference scheme for resolving our PDE.
That is, we use the following approximation:

df{x,y,t) _ f{x,y,t + At)-f(x,y,t)
dt

At

With this approximation, if J[x,y,t) corresponds to the image / at some iteration n, then
j{x,y,t+At) corresponds to the image/at iteration n+\. In our experiments, we choose A/=0.5.
The stopping criteria of the iterative process may be fixed in the form of a given number of
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iterations, or chosen for example such that the absolute error between the image at iteration n
and the image at iteration n-\ is less than a selected threshold e.

Figure 8: (a) Aliased image of Lena, (b) Part of image (a), (c) Resulting image obtained after
5 iterations by using the algorithm of Perona and Malik, (d)-(f) Corresponding image
obtained after 5 iterations by using our algorithm with <x=0, a=0.1 and <x=0.2 respectively.
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In our experiments, we stop at a fixed number of iterations, which facilitates the comparison
with other diffusion algorithms. In Figure 8, we show an image of Lena which contains some
aliasing artifacts resulting from a sampling algorithm. We also present in the same figure the
enhanced images obtained using our diffusion algorithm and the algorithm of Perona and
Malik. As we can observe in the figure, after only 5 iterations our algorithm efficiently
reduces aliasing (Figure 8d), while the diffusion algorithm of Perona and Malik does not
reduce efficiently aliasing (see the borders of the hat in the front). We also notice that blur is
reduced with our diffusion algorithm when we increase the value of a as can be seen in
Figure 8(d)-(f), and this confirms what was observed previously in Figure 6.

Figure 9: (a) Original aliased image, (b)-(c) Aliasing reduced by using our algorithm (ZH)
after 4 iterations with a=0 and a=0.2 respectively, (d)-(f) Results for the algorithm of Perona
and Malik after 4, 20 and 30 iterations respectively.
Another example is shown in Figure 9 with the enhancement of an image containing aliased
lines. We can also observe here that our algorithm better reduces aliasing compared to the
algorithm of Perona and Malik. In fact, in only 4 iterations, our algorithm reduces almost all
the aliasing artefacts, which is not the case for the Perona and Malik algorithm even after 30
iterations. Here again, we note that increasing the value of a increases the contrast of images
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resulting from our diffusion algorithm. The fact that the diffusion algorithm of Perona and
Malik does not perform well even after so many iterations is quite surprising, but this
example simply confirms the inefficiency of the Perona and Malik's PDE to reduce aliasing
near edges as was pointed out and explained in Section 2. This also highlights the impact of
the inverse diffusivity 1 -l(x,y,t) used in our model instead of the diffusivity X{x,y,t) used in
the model of Perona and Malik.
To show objectively how our model performs in reducing aliasing, we use a series of images
which are originally downsampled by a factor 2, and then resampled by another factor 2
using the nearest neighbour resampling algorithm. The severely aliased images obtained,
which are of the same size than the original image, are then passed as input to our diffusion
algorithm and to the algorithm of Perona and Malik. For comparison purposes, we also
include the level-curve method which is used for example in [17].

Figure 10: Images used in the tests.
To measure the quality of the enhanced image in which aliasing has been reduced mostly at
edge pixels, we compute the mean square error (MSE) at edge pixels. A smaller value of the
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MSE indicates smaller reconstruction errors, while a higher value of the MSE indicates the
opposite. Even if the MSE does not guarantee that an image is visually more pleasant than
another image, it is a good indicator of how an algorithm performs in enhancing or correcting
an image. We may also have used the well-known SSIM (Structural Similarity Index
Measure) [19] as an objective quality measure for assessing the performance of the different
diffusion algorithms, but some recent studies have highlighted interesting similarities
between the PSNR/MSE and the SSIM [20]. Note that, in our experiments, edges are found
using the Canny detection algorithm [21]. In Figure 10, we show the images used in our tests.
Image

AI

PM

LC

ZH

a

1 393.75

1 044.43

926.93

908.89

b

692.68

478.50

478.84

472.72

c

1 028.46

753.90

754.47

752.93.

d

674.09

535.06

532.92

529.26

e

202.07

129.94

131.16

131.08

f

1 046.25

784.59

789.52

783.04

g
h

414.92

278.78

269.07

264.74

667.80

452.73

419.72

408.77

i

1 656.26

1 407.23

1 152.18

1 138.13

J

1 393.75

806.17

637.55

627.34

k

736.42

469.17

438.82

437.25

Table 1: MSE at edge pixels. AI=aliased image, PM=Perona and Malik's algorithm,
LC=Level-curve method, ZH=our algorithm based on PDE (12).
In Table 1, we present the results of the MSE at edge points after 5 iterations. We compare
the MSE values corresponding to the aliased images as well as the resulting images obtained
from our diffusion algorithm, the algorithm of Perona and Malik, and the level-curve method.
For clarification, we note that the aliased images have a fixed MSE value that does not
depend on any number of iterations. We can observe from Table 1 that our algorithm has
almost all the time smaller MSE values compared to the Perona and Malik's algorithm and
the level-curve method for the test images. This suggests that our algorithm is prone to little
error in reducing aliasing compared to the diffusion algorithm of Perona and Malik and the
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level-curve method. Also in Table 1, we note that all the diffusion algorithms improve the
aliased images since the MSE values for our algorithm, for the algorithm of Perona and Malik
and for the level-curve are all smaller than the MSE values of the aliased images.

(a) Aliased image

(b) Edges detected on (a)

(c) Anti-aliased obtained from (a)
by using our PDE (12) with 5
iterations

(d) Edges detected on (c)

Figure 11: Anti-aliasing and edge detection.
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In Figure 11, we highlight the effect of reducing aliasing for pattern recognition. In fact, an
aliased image contains a lot of false edges that are due to the staircase effect that is clearly
visible on that kind of images. As edge detection algorithm generally finds edges by detecting
the location of rapid changes of pixel intensity, they are prone to errors when aliasing occurs
since aliasing is also characterized by abrupt changes of pixel intensity. Also, the staircase
effect is still visible when detecting edges, which may alter the true shape of objects. This can
be seen in Figure 1 lb with the use of the Sobel edge detection algorithm. In the opposite, for
an image that has undergone an anti-aliasing algorithm, the aliasing effect is reduced, which
implies that the false edges and staircase effects are also reduced when using an edge
detection algorithm. This is observed in Figure lid where we can see the edges and contours
are smooth and well defined. Consequently, using an anti-aliasing algorithm improves the
detection of edges, which implies an enhancement of pattern recognition within an image.

5 Dealing with images containing lines
In edge detection, the word "lines" refers to curvilinear image events in which the
intensity surface forms a roof, a valley or a ridge with a narrow width [22]. The edges result
from mutual illumination or from the placement of thin objects against a background. The
PDE given in (14) can also be used to reduce aliasing in images containing lines. However, to
preserve lines, the diffusivity X{x,y,t) given in (2) is not efficient, and tends to create blurred
images or distort lines as can be seen in Figure 13(cl,c3). In fact, the gradient that is used in
X{x,y,t) is not an efficient estimator of the plausibility of a line. In [23], a line detector was
proposed that uses Gaussian filtering. The second-partial derivatives of the Gaussian-filtered
image (f*ga, where ga denotes the Gaussian filter with a standard deviation 6) are computed
to form the Hessian matrix. The plausibility of a line is then given by the greatest eigenvalue
of the Hessian matrix. Thus, to reduce aliasing in images containing lines, we propose the
following PDE which is a modified form of PDE (14):

. ^ ^ = ['-4,.,.(^.<)>|V/(*..v.<)|

(16)

f(x,y,0) = f0(x,y) + a[i//(f0){x,y)]
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where kunes is defined as follows:
i

(,

1+

(17)
max(|4(*,;M)|,|/L!(x,.y,f

P

where X[{x,y,i) and fa(x,y,t) are the eigenvalues of the Hessian matrix of j{x,y,t)*go(x,y), the
Gaussian-filtered image at time t. To the best of our knowledge, such kind of use of the
eigenvalues of the Hessian matrix to reduce aliasing in images containing lines through a
diffusion algorithm has never been proposed in the literature.

Figure 12: (a) Aliased image, (b) Unaliased image using the level-curve method after 6
iterations, (c) Unaliased image using our PDE (14) with 6 iterations, (d) Unaliased image
using our PDE (16) with 6 iterations.
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Figure 13: (al)-(a6). Parts of the aliased image in Figure 12a. (bl)-(b6) Parts of the image in
Figure 12b. (cl)-(c6) Parts of the image in Figure 12c. (dl)-(d6) Parts of the image in Figure
12d.
In Figure 12, we show an example of an aliased image containing lines that is restored using
PDE (14) and PDE (16) to form unaliased images. For both PDEs, we have used a=0 and a
total of 6 iterations. For the Gaussian filter that is used to compute the plausibility of lines in
the case of PDE (16), we have used a standard deviation o=5. In Figure 13, we show some
specific parts of the images that were obtained in Figure 12 in order to highlight the
differences between the images and the diffusion algorithms. As we can observe in Figure 13,
both PDEs (14) and (16) as well as the level-curve method tend to reduce aliasing. However,
PDE (14) and the level-curve method create more blur than PDE (16). In addition, PDE (14)
and the level-curve method may distort lines as can be seen in Figure 13(bl,b5,b6,cl,c5), and
they also clip and trim lines as we can observe in Figure 13(b2,b3,b4,c2,c3,c4), which is not
desirable. Thus, it appears that PDE (16) performs better than both PDE (14) and the level64

curve method in reducing aliasing in images containing lines. Consequently, using a
diffusivity based on the greatest eigenvalue of the Hessian matrix efficiently reduces aliasing
in images containing lines.

6 Reducing aliasing in the case of color images
A simple way of working with color images composed of three bands or more is to work
band by band. However, as the bands in RGB color images are correlated [24], it is not
efficient to use directly the RGB color space for reducing aliasing since it alters the colors.
Thus, we propose to use a non-correlated color space such as YUV in which an image is
decomposed into brightness (Y) and chromaticity (U and V). In fact, the location and shape
of edges and objects in images are mostly found in the Y band. Also, the Y band is mostly
composed of the green color, and the human visual system (HVS) is more sensitive to green
wavelengths than red or blue wavelengths. In addition, the HVS is more sensitive to changes
in the brightness than changes in the chromaticity.

Figure 14: (a) Aliased image in RGB color space, (b) Y band of (a), (c) U band of (a), (d) V
band of (a)
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Figure 15: (a) Original color image, (b) Aliased image corresponding to the original image
resampled by 3 using the nearest neighbour algorithm, (c)-(e) Result of reducing aliasing in
image (b) using our algorithm with 6 iterations and ct=0, <x=0.1, <x=0.2 respectively.
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As we can see in Figure 14, spatial aliasing is far more perceptible in the Y band than in the
U and V bands. Thus, we propose to apply our model to the Y band of the aliased image, and
keep the U and V bands unchanged. Initially, the image is converted from RGB to YUV
before processing. After processing, it is converted back to RGB.

Figure 16: (a) Original color image, (b) Aliased image corresponding to the original image
resampled by 3 using the nearest neighbour algorithm, (c)-(e) Result of reducing aliasing in
image (b) using our algorithm with 3 iterations and a=0, a=0.1, a=0.15 respectively.
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In Figure 15 and Figure 16, we show the use of our algorithm for reducing aliasing in color
images based on PDE (14). In each case, an original image is resampled by 3 using the
nearest neighbour algorithm, which creates some aliasing artefacts. The color aliased image is
then corrected using our algorithm. As we can see in Figure 15 and Figure 16, aliasing is
efficiently reduced in both cases and we have good color preservation. As the value of a
increases, we observe in Figure 15 and Figure 16 that the resulting images become sharper or
exhibit a higher contrast. Note that we have used 6 iterations in Figure 15 and 3 iterations in
Figure 16.
Our diffusion algorithm can also be used to deal with zipper effects, which is a common issue
found in demosaicing algorithms. The zipper effect is a visible artefact that appears in the
form of abrupt or unnatural changes of color differences between neighbouring pixels,
manifesting as an "on-off pattern [25]. An example of zipper effect is shown in Figure 17b
inside the black ellipse. It can be seen as a kind of color aliasing artefact, which can be
reduced by smoothing the degraded image so that neighbouring pixels do not exhibit again
patterned

abrupt

changes

of

color.

As our

algorithm

performs

an

anisotropic

diffusion/smoothing of images, it can be used to reduce such kinds of artefacts. In Figure 17
and Figure 18, we show some experimental results of reducing zipper effects by using our
diffusion algorithm, and we also present the results obtained by using some median-based
filtering approaches described in [25, 26]. Note that the degraded images, called demosaiced
images, were obtained using the universal demosaicing algorithm of Lukac et al. [27]. As we
can observe, our diffusion algorithm reduces more zipper effects compared to median-based
filtering algorithms. In fact, the post-processing algorithms using median-based filtering as
proposed in [25, 26] appear to be inefficient to reduce the zipper effect of the demosaiced
images given in Figure 17 and Figure 18. We also note here that increasing the value of a
tends to increase the contrast of the resulting image, but reduces less zipper effects.
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Figure 17: (a) Part of an original image, (b) Demosaiced image exhibiting zipper effect and
obtained using the universal demosaicing algorithm of Lukac [27]. (c) Post-processing
algorithm of Hirakawa [26] applied to image (b). (d) Post-processing algorithm of Lu [25]
applied to image (b). (e)-(f) Our diffusion algorithm applied to image (b) using 3 iterations
with a=0 and a=0.1 respectively.

Figure 18: (a) Part of an original image, (b) Demosaiced image exhibiting zipper effects and
obtained using the universal demosaicing algorithm of Lukac [27]. (c) Post-processing
algorithm of Hirakawa [26] applied to image (b). (d) Post-processing algorithm of Lu [25]
applied to image (b). (e)-(f) Our diffusion algorithm applied to image (b) using 2 iterations
with a=0 and a=0.1 respectively.
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7 Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented a simple model for reducing aliasing at both step edges
and lines. Our model can be seen as both a simplification and an enhancement of the
diffusion equation of Perona and Malik. Correction to the PDE of Perona and Malik is
brought through the use of an inverse diffusivity that significantly contributes to reducing
aliasing around step edges and lines while preserving uniform regions. Also, our model
works as a generalization of the popular level-curve method, and makes use of high
frequency content in the form of a high-pass filter to better enhance details during the
diffusion process. Experimental tests carried out on various images have shown that aliasing
is generally better reduced with our model compared to the diffusion model of Perona and
Malik and to the level-curve method. We have also proposed in this paper a procedure for
reducing aliasing in the case of color images by decomposing images into the YUV color
space. In fact, we have noticed that aliasing mostly occurs in the Y band, and thus reducing
aliasing in color images can be done efficiently by reducing aliasing in the Y band.
Experiments made on some color images have shown that this procedure tends to efficiently
reduce aliasing while preserving colors satisfactorily. As a final remark, we note that spatial
aliasing is frequently observed in resampling algorithms, and thus our model can be used as a
post-processing step for these resampling algorithms. It is also applicable for reducing zipper
effects in demosaicing algorithms, and this was observed through some experimental tests.
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Chapitre 4
Algorithme de dematri^age generique
Dans ce chapitre, nous proposons un algorithme de dematrigage permettant de reconstruire
une image acquise a l'aide d'un capteur mono-CCD (pour lequel la valeur d'intensite d'une
seule des trois composantes primaires de couleur rouge, vert ou bleu est connue a chaque
position de pixel). Contrairement a de nombreux algorithmes de dematriijage con?us
specifiquement pour la matrice de filtres couleurs (color filter array, CFA) de Bayer [1], notre
algorithme est generique et peut s'appliquer a differents modeles de CFA y compris celui de
Bayer. L'algorithme que nous presentons ici s'inspire de 1'algorithme universel propose par
Lukac et al. [23] auquel nous apportons plusieurs ameliorations. La premiere contribution de
ce travail est I'integration d'un modele de detection des contours ou des zones homogenes
dans des images provenant d'un capteur mono-CCD. Cette detection aide grandement a
reduire les problemes de crenelage au niveau des contours car elle permet une interpolation
non pas a travers le contour comme cela survient avec l'algorithme de Lukac et al., mais dans
la direction du contour. La deuxieme contribution de ce travail est l'utilisation d'un modele
d'interpolation spectrale qui s'inspire du principe du centre gravite. Ce modele permet de
realiser une interpolation dans laquelle la couleur d'un pixel ne depend plus seulement de la
couleur de ses voisins comme dans le modele de Lukac et al., mais aussi de leur position dans
le voisinage afin de reduire l'interference des pixels eloignes. Cette technique permet
d'obtenir des zones plus homogenes dans l'image reconstruite et elle reduit l'alteration des
couleurs. La troisieme contribution de ce travail est la mise en oeuvre complete, et non
partielle comme dans le modele de Lukac et al., du modele de difference des couleurs
couramment utilise dans les algorithmes de dematrigage. Ce modele permet de simuler la
propritete selon laquelle, dans les regions homogenes, la difference entre les pixels de deux
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canaux (rouge, vert ou bleu) est relativement uniforme [24]. L'integration de ce modele
permet de reduire le probleme des fausses couleurs dans 1'image reconstruite. Comme
quatrieme contribution de ce travail, nous mettons en relation le probleme du dematricage et
celui du redimensionnement des images et nous decrivons un processus permettant, a partir
de notre algorithme de dematrigage generique, d'effectuer le redimensionnement d'une
image.
Nous presentons, dans les pages qui suivent, un article intitule An Edge-sensing Generic
Demosaicing Algorithm with Application to Image Resampling [32] qui est publie au
journal international IEEE Transactions on Image Processing. J'ai realise, valide et redige
ce travail sous la supervision du Professeur Djemel Ziou. Une version compacte de ce travail,
intitulee An Edge-sensing Universal Demosaicing Algorithm, est parue dans les actes de la
conference internationale Advanced Concepts for Intelligent Vision Systems (ACIVS),
Sydney, Australie, 2010 [33].
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An edge-sensing generic demosaicing algorithm with
application to image resampling
Alain Hore and Djemel Ziou
May, 2011

Abstract. In this paper, we introduce a new demosaicing algorithm which can be used
for various sensor images captured by digital cameras equipped with various RGB color
filter arrays. Our algorithm enhances the universal demosaicing algorithm of Lukac et al.
by defining a new spectral interpolation model which exploits not only the information
on the color of pixels, but also the relative distance between neighbouring pixels within
an image. Moreover, we include an edge-detection model which makes our algorithm
adaptive and reduces the presence of color shifts and artefacts. A series of tests has been
made on images of the Kodak database, and our algorithm performs better than the
universal demosaicing algorithm in regard to both subjective and objective evaluation.
The versatility of our demosaicing algorithm is also highlighted through an application to
the issue of color image resampling, and we obtain conclusive experimental results.
Keywords: Demosaicing, color filter array, edge detection, color image
resampling.

1 Introduction
A full-color image is usually composed of three color planes and, accordingly, three
separate sensors are required for a camera to measure an image. To reduce the cost, many
cameras use a single sensor covered with a color filter array (CFA). The CFA consists of a set
of spectrally selective filters that are arranged in an interleaved pattern so that each sensor
pixel samples one of three primary color components. These sparsely sampled color values
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are termed mosaiced images. To render a full-color image from a mosaiced image, an image
reconstruction process, commonly known as CFA interpolation or CFA demosaicing [1], is
required to estimate for each multispectral pixel its two missing color values. Many
demosaicing algorithms have been proposed over the last decade [2]. They play a major role
in the demosaicing process, as summarized in Figure 1, in order to obtain a final image close
to the original image. Mathematically, given a mosaiced image g and a CFA pattern m, all of
size MxN and such that g(ij) and m(ij) are 3-components vectors of red, green and blue color
values,

the

demosaicing

g(iJX=h(iJ)kxm(iJ\

problem

consists

in

finding

an

image

h

such

that

for ks {1,2,3} and m(ij)e {[1,0,0], [0,1,0], [0,0,1]}, with the image h

being as close as possible to the original image / by considering visual assessment or
objective quality measures.

mi
Original scene
/

Demosaicing
algorithm
CFA pattern
m

Mosaiced image
g

EM
Demosaiced image
h

Figure 1: Demosaicing process.
The demosaicing algorithms are broadly divided into four categories. In the first category,
simple non-adaptive algorithms such as nearest neighbour, bilinear, or cubic interpolation are
used to interpolate the missing pixel values [3]. They perform interpolation in a fixed pattern
for every pixel. Even though they are computationally efficient, they introduce large errors in
edge regions that degrade the resulting image; in fact, they do not consider the presence of
object boundaries and indiscriminately combine color values across edges. The second
category of algorithms exploits the cross-correlation between the color channels [4-7]. They
assume that the hue of an image does not change abruptly between neighbouring pixels
locations. For this purpose, some of these algorithms use a constant color-ratio or colordifference model between neighbouring red, green and blue pixels. However, these
algorithms also suffer from color artefacts because the assumption of constant hue may not
hold around edges. The third category of algorithms is edge-directed interpolation [1, 8-11].
These algorithms can detect local spatial features present in the pixel neighbourhood. In the
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presence of edges (determined by using the gradient for example), the interpolation is made
along the edge. These algorithms usually have good quality on edges regions. The fourth
category of algorithms is post-processing [12-16]. They start with an initial estimation of the
original images, after which a correction procedure is applied. This procedure is intended to
eliminate most of the color artefacts caused by the initial interpolation scheme. Despite the
good quality obtained by this class of algorithms, a poor initial interpolation of the original
image may affect the stability of the entire algorithm, especially the iterative algorithms.

Figure 2 : RGB CFAs : (a) Bayer CFA [17]. (b) Yamanaka CFA [18]. (c) Lukac et al. CFA
[19]. (d) Vertical stripe CFA [20]. I Diagonal stripe CFA [20]. (f) Modified Bayer CFA [20].
(g)HVS-basedCFA[21].
Almost all the algorithms described above were designed especially for the Bayer pattern
[17] shown in Figure 2a. Even if the Bayer pattern is widely used in digital cameras, other
CFA models exist [18-22] and some are shown in Figure 2. Other patterns are also in study
such as the Burtoni mosaic [23]. The CFA patterns vary significantly in the distribution of
red, green and blue pixels, and thus, have different anti-aliasing capabilities in the
reconstruction of images. In [16], Lukac et al. have introduced an interesting universal
demosaicing algorithm which can be used for various CFA patterns. The algorithm can be
classified as belonging to the second and fourth categories described previously, and it
assumes a constant color-difference. The algorithm uses an edge-sensing mechanism for
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interpolating pixels, but has some limitations. In fact, the edge-sensing model proposed by
the authors tends to reduce the color difference between neighbouring pixels, but does not
efficiently prevent from interpolating across edges, which may result in images subject to
artefacts such as color aliasing as can be seen in Figure 3.

Figure 3: (a) Original color image, (b) Part of the original image, (c) Demosaiced image
using Lukac et a/.'s algorithm for the Bayer pattern shown in Figure 2a. (d) Demosaiced
image using Lukac et a/.'s algorithm for the CFA pattern shown in Figure 2g.
In this paper, we propose a new generic demosaicing algorithm which works for various
RGB-CFA patterns (that is, CFAs composed of red, green and blue colors) and which
enhances the algorithm of Lukac et al. in two ways: first, we propose a realistic new spectral
interpolation model for the pixels in uniform regions. In fact, in the model of Lukac et al, the
spectral interpolation is based on a weighted sum where the weights only depend on the
colors within a neighbourhood. In our model, the weights not only depend on the colors of
pixels, but also on their location within the neighbourhood. Second, we include an edgesensing model which detects edges and their direction before performing spectral
interpolation. Thus, at edge points, the interpolation is made along the edges and not across,
which reduces artefacts such as color aliasing. The rest of the paper is organized as follows:
in Section 2, we summarize the universal demosaicing algorithm and we present some of its
limitations; in Section 3, we describe our algorithm and we explain the improvement brought
to the universal demosaicing algorithm; in Section 4, we present some experimental results;
in Section 5, we describe the application (or extension) of our demosaicing algorithm to
image resampling.
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2 The universal algorithm of Lukac et al.
2.1 Description
Due to the monochromatic nature of the sensor, the captured values from a CFA pattern
create an M*N image F: N2 —* N . This CFA image represents a two-dimensional matrix of
integer samples F(p,q) with/? =1,2,...,

Mand q =1, 2,. . . , N denoting the image rows and

columns, respectively. The demosaicing step re-arranges the acquired sensor data to an RGBlike vectorial field, and completes missing color components using adjacent sensor data
through spectral interpolation. The process produces a color image / : N2 —> N3 with color
pixels I(p,q)=[l(p,q)\, I{p,q)i, Hp,q){\ represented as vectors in the RGB vectorial space. In
the vector I(p,q), the I(p,q)k value, for k =1,2,3, denotes the Mi vector's spectral component.
Namely, I(p,q)\ represents the red (R) component, I(p,q)i the green (G) component, and
I(p,qh the blue (B) component. Since information about the arrangement of color filters in
the actual CFA is readily available either from the camera manufacturer (when demosaicing
is implemented in the camera), or obtained from the raw CFA image, a M*N vectorial field
d:N2 —* {0,1,2}3 of the corresponding location flags d{p,q)k is initialized using the default
value d(p,q)k =1 to indicate that the primary color indexed by k is found in the CFA at
position (p,q). In the CFA shown in Figure 4 for example, we have d(p,q)]=0, d(p,q)2=\, and
d(p,q)i=0. The value d(p,q)k=2 will be used later during the demosaicing process. The
original flags are also stored in another location, denoted c(p,q)k, for further post-processing
steps (see Section 4.3 for more explanations).

Figure 4 : Part of a CFA pattern.
After initialization, the algorithm follows some conventional practices [24-25], and starts the
demosaicing process by estimating the missing green components through a weighted sumbased interpolation. Then, the red and blue components are estimated from the green
components by using a constant color-difference model. Finally, a post-processing step is
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applied on the green components and then on the red and blue components to improve the
image quality [26].

2.2

Limitations of the universal algorithm and motivations behind our

algorithm
The algorithm proposed by Lukac et ai, and which was briefly described previously,
performs well inside uniform regions of images, but is subject to color aliasing and some
other artefacts around edges that are visually perceptible. Since the red and blue color planes
are determined from the green plane, a good estimation of the green plane is critical for
enhancing the quality of images from the demosaicing algorithm. However, one can easily
notice that the algorithm lacks an efficient edge-sensing model since it cannot perform the
interpolation along any edge direction, which creates color artefacts around edges. In fact, as
the green plane is computed without any edge-detection process, errors are created at edge
pixels of the green plane, which in turn has an impact on the red and blue planes. In the next
section, we describe our demosaicing algorithm which enhances the algorithm of Lukac et al.
by specifying a more realistic spectral interpolation model as well as an efficient edgesensing model so as to limit and reduce visual artefacts such as color aliasing.

3 Our algorithm
3.1 Interpolation of the green (G) components
3.1.1 Spectral interpolation
As in the case of Lukac et a/.'s algorithm, we employ a simple weighted sum-based
interpolation to start the interpolation of the missing green components. The interpolation is
made within a neighbourhood of fixed size so as to use only the known green pixels close to a
missed pixel. As our algorithm aims to be used for various CFA patterns, it may happen that
there are not enough green pixels within a neighbourhood to interpolate a missed pixel. Thus,
to prevent the demosaicing solution from operating in a neighbourhood where we lack
sufficient data, the following control mechanism is introduced:
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where X is a design parameter denoting the minimum number of input values needed to be
present when processing the kih color channel (k=2 in this case) in the local neighbourhood C
(A=3 is generally used in the algorithm of Lukac et ai, and we will also use that value in all
our experiments). Using a (2m+l)x(2«+l) sliding window W(p,q)={I(i,j); (i,j)sC( p,q)} (m
and n are non null integer numbers) which places the vector I{p,q) under consideration at the
center of Vip.q), the algorithm updates I(p,q) when both d(p,q)k=0 and equation (1) is
satisfied for k=2, as follows (the case of pixels that do not satisfy (1) is addressed further):

I(M\=

X *W f (i\j)/(U) 4

(2)

(UK

Note that ("refers to C(p>q) m this paper. The terms w'(i,j) are given by:

"n.k.A1*J) = "*,*.<(*>J)/ Z

w

n*A8>h)

^

In [16], the weights ww*.c are computed as:

wP1,k,£.((''J)'

1+

I |'(uWM)t

(4)

d(g.h\=l

The weights expressed in (4) are not realistic since they only depend on the color of pixels
and do not include the relative distance to the center of the neighbourhood. Thus, these
weights suggest that pixels of the same color band, whatever their location in the
neighbourhood, have the same impact on the interpolated pixel, which is not realistic. To
address this issue, we propose a spectral interpolation model inspired from the center of mass
model found in physics. The center of mass of a system of particles is the point at which the
system's mass behaves as if it were concentrated [27]. It is a function of the positions and
masses (weights) of the particles of the system. In our interpolation model, the center of mass
is the missed pixel to interpolate; the particles are the pixels in the neighbourhood, the masses
(weights) are functions of the color intensity of the pixels in the neighbourhood. To include
the position of pixels, we add to the weights in (4) a penalizing factor
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dist((p,q),(i,j))

which measures the distance between the position of the missed pixel I(p,q), denoted (p,q),
and the position of the pixel I(i,j), denoted (i,j). The greater the distance is, the more the
pixel's weight is penalized and the less it contributes to the value of the missed pixel I(p,q).
Thus, our spectral interpolation model suggests a realistic approach where the color of a
missed pixel is computed as a weighted sum, with weights depending on both the color and
position of pixels within the neighbourhood. In the case of the Euclidean distance (what we
use in this paper), dist((p,q),(i,j)) is defined as follows:
dist((p,q),{i,j)) = j{p-if+(q-jf

(5)

Any other distance can also be used such as Manhattan or Minkowski distance. Thus, our
proposed weights for the spectral interpolation are defined by:

dist((p,q),(i,j))

1+ I

\l(i,j)k-l(g.h)k

(6)

3.1.2 Introduction of an edge-detection model
Human visual systems are sensitive to edges present in images, and non-adaptive color
interpolation algorithms often fail around edges since they are not able to detect them. The
spectral interpolation described so far does not include any edge-detection step.
Consequently, at edge points, interpolation may hot be done along edges but across edges,
which tends to create color artefacts. To address this issue, we propose to include an edgesensing model for the green components in our demosaicing algorithm. The idea is to detect,
at a missed pixel, if there is a potential horizontal, vertical or diagonal edge. If we detect a
horizontal (respectively vertical or diagonal) edge, then we interpolate the missed pixel by
using only the known pixels along the horizontal (respectively vertical or diagonal) direction.
To detect the edge points, we draw our inspiration from the methods used in some
demosaicing algorithms based on Bayer CFA [2, 6, 28, 29], and we generalize our approach
to any CFA pattern. The idea is to approximate, at a missed pixel, the horizontal gradient as
the sum of differences between successive known pixels of the same color in the horizontal
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line containing the missed pixel. The vertical gradient is computed similarly. The diagonal
gradient is computed in two directions: the North-West South-East direction (WE) and the
North-East South-West (EW) direction (see Figure 5).

Figure 5: Example of CFA configuration with the directions of gradient computation.
The idea of summing the differences between pixels of the same color allows us to detect
changes in any of the red, green and blue channels along a direction. Also, instead of looking
for the direction of contrast change among all possible directions, we reduce the possible
directions to the horizontal, vertical and diagonal directions. This simplifies the complexity of
the model and reduces the computing time. Knowing the horizontal, vertical and diagonal
gradients, we are able to interpolate missed pixels using neighbouring known pixels that are
located in the direction of the smallest contrast in order to preserve edges as much as possible
without altering smooth regions. Thus, let us suppose that we want to compute the gradients
at a position (p,q) surrounded by a window (neighbourhood) *F(p,q) centered on (p,q). Let us
define by ( the set of all positions of pixels forming *F{p,q). Let us also define by &,
(respectively Q the set of horizontal (respectively vertical) positions of the pixels in the same
horizontal (respectively vertical) line than the pixel I(p,q) in ¥(p,q). In the same way, let us
define by CWE (respectively CEW) the set of positions of the pixels in the North-West SouthEast direction (respectively North-East South-West direction) of I(p,q) in Y(p,q). If ghip,q)
denotes the horizontal gradient, gv(p,q) the vertical gradient, and gwE(p,q) and gEw(p,q) the
diagonal gradients at location (p,q), then we define:
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(7)

1{PJX\-I{PJ7\
te{1.2,3}
J\<h
<l(p,h)k=d\p,h)k=\
V{P-h)z(i,<
Jt<h<h=*d(l>-h)t=Q

The condition (p,jl),(p,j2)e

£h means that the gradient is computed for pixels in the same

horizontal line than the pixel (p,q). The condition 7, < j2 creates a direction for computing
the differences (in this case, from the pixels at the left in the horizontal neighbourhood to the
pixels at the right). The condition d(p,jl)k
computed

only

for

known

pixels

V(p,_/'3)e £h, j , < j3 < j2 =>d(p,j3)k

-d(p,j2)k=l
from

the

means that the differences are
CFA

patterns.

The

condition

= 0 indicates and imposes that the differences are

computed between consecutive known pixels in the direction given by the condition 7, < j 2 .
The other gradients are computed similarly to gi,(p,q) as follows:
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X
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In the case of the CFA shown in Figure 5 for example, we have:
C = £{p,q) = {{ij)/ie{p-2,...,p
+ 2},je{q-2,...,q + 2}}
C„=Cll{p,q) = \(P> q~2),{p, q-l),(p,q),{p, q + l),(p, q + 2)}
£ =C> (p,q) = {(p-2, q),{p-l, q),{p, q),{p + \, q),{p + 2, q)}
CWE=CWE{P,<I)={{P-2> q-2),{p-l,
q-l),{p, q),(p + l q + l),{p + 2, q + 2)}
CEW=CEW(P.<I) = {(P-2> q + 2),(p-\. q + \),{p, q),{p + l. q-\),(p + 2, q-2)}
+l + I
+ 2
8dP^) = \I(P^-l)2-I(P^
)2\ \ (P^-2\-l(P^\\+\I(P^\-I(P^
)i\
8AP>q) = \l(p-lq)2-l{p
+ lq)2\ + \l(p-2,q\-l{p,q)Ji
+ \l(p,qX-l(p + 2,q\\
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To determine if a missed pixel belongs to an edge (which has uniform or near similar
intensity along its direction), we compare the horizontal, vertical and diagonal gradients to a
threshold T. The following test guides the interpolation process for the green pixels (k=2). Let
us define gd by:
gd = argmin g,(p*<l)

01)

ie{h,v,WE.EW}

i. if gd<T

(we may be along an edge)

/'. 1. if gh{p,q) = gd> interpolate along the horizontal direction:

np^)k=

z v^(ij) k i(ij) k

( i2)

<i(,.j)L=\

where w
w

(i,j) = wpqk( (i,j)l

£

w

„jk.c{g>h)

for a

H K Cand pixel (p,q)

(13)

_ is computed by replacing Cby 0, in (13), while wpqxc is defined in (6).

/.2. if gv(p,q) = gd, interpolate along the vertical direction:

d(,,j)k=\

w

. is computed by replacing Cby Cv in (13).

'•3. if gWE{p,q) = gd, interpolate along the North-West South-East direction:

rf(i.y)4=i

'•4. ' / g£Vy (/?.<?) = £j»interpolate along the North-East South-West direction:

'(**)* = I

Wwtfrw (i,j)/(i.A

(16)

"• tf 8<i>T .we are not on an edge, and we interpolate using the complete neighbourhood (
containing the missing pixel:

'(M\=

I »u(U)/(U) t

(17)
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Figure 6: (a) Original image; (b)-(h) Mosaiced images corresponding to the CFA shown in
Figure 2(a)-(g).
In Figure 6, we show a set of mosaiced images corresponding to the CFA patterns presented
in Figure 2, and we show in Figure 7 the edges extracted from these mosaiced images by
using equations (7)-(10) and a threshold T=]5. We have use a fixed 5x5 window size for
computing the gradient corresponding to the mosaiced images. As can be observed, the edges
found are well defined even if the mosaiced images miss two primary colors at each pixel
location. Thus, our general model of extracting edges from mosaiced images is reliable. As a
final remark, we should note that the edges points found are not the same for all the CFA
patterns. Thus, the CFA patterns perform differently in detecting edges, which may also
impact the global demosaicing of images.
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Figure 7: (a)-(g) Edges extracted from the mosaiced images shown in Figure 6(b)-(h).
After computing l{p,q)i, the corresponding location flag is changed to d(p,q)2=2 and the
sliding window is centered at the next location for which d(.,.)2=0. A fully populated G plane
is obtained when all the flags are set to d(v)2^0. If this is not the case upon completion of the
first iteration, the location flags corresponding to already processed locations are changed
from d(-,-)2=2 to d(;-)i=\, and the algorithmic step is repeated until a fully populated G plane
is generated. With equation (1) enforced, the process converges (all the missed green pixels
will be computed) since the already processed pixels as well as the initial known pixels are
re-injected to compute the non-processed pixels, and thus, the number of non-processed
pixels is continually decreasing until reaching the value 0. In our experiments, using the CFA
patterns shown in Figure 2, this happens after 1 or 2 iterations.
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3.2 Interpolation of the red (R) and blue (B) components
The R and B components are computed from the G components by using a constant colordifference model [4-7, 10-11, 13, 16] which assumes that the red and blue pixels are
correlated to the green pixels up to a simple offset over the extent of a neighbourhood [30]. In
fact, in natural images the color channels are highly mutually correlated [14]. Also, the
contrasts of the differences G-B and G-R are quite flat over small regions, and this property is
suitable for interpolation [10]. Furthermore, the luminance information, which is important
and essential for the perceived sharpness of a digital image, is mostly composed of green
color [24-25]. Thus, by using the color-differences within a neighbourhood, we can write:
l(p,q)k=l(p,q)2+

I

w

(ij)(l{ij)k-l(ij)2)

(18)

(UK
d(i.j)k=l

where k=\ for the red pixels, k=3 for the blue pixels, and the normalized coefficients w' are
calculated like in (13) with wpqx<; defined this time as:

w

i+
, . * . fv ( ' • • / ) =

»** ""

T"

dist((p,q),(ij))

x \[nu\-i(u)2]-[i(g,h)k-i(g,h)2]

(19)

d(g.h)t=\

The proof of (18) and (19) can be found in Appendix A. In fact, equation (19) is a more
precise way of computing the weights wpqxc used for interpolating the R and B components
since it takes into account the color difference model, which is not the case for the Lukac et
al.'s algorithm. The procedure described here successively updates all the flags d(.,.)k in a
similar way than the G components. Note that no edge detection step is used for computing
the R and B components since we have noticed that it is a good estimation of the G
components that really improves the R and B components, and thus we only focus on using
edge detection for the G components.

3.3 Post-processing
In the previous processing steps, the missed G components where computed using known
G neighbours components (intra-channel model), while the R (respectively, B) components
where computed using the R and G (respectively, B and G) components (inter-channel). The
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post-processing step aims to correct the G components by using the R and B components, and
then use the newly computed G components to refine in turn the B and R components. Note
that the inter-channel model could not have been used in the processing step for computing
the G components since it would have caused a kind of chicken or the egg dilemma: the R
and B components are required for computing the G components, and at the same time the G
components are required for computing the R and B components. Many algorithms can be
used for the post-processing step [13, 26, 31], but we draw our inspiration from the method
proposed by Lukac et al. in [16] since it is adapted for various CFA patterns. To guide the
post-processing step, the initial flag values d(p,q\, which were modified in the previous
steps, are restored using the original stored values c(p,q)k, for p= \, 2, ...,

M,q= \, 2,

...,

N, and k = 1, 2, 3. Then, post-processing of the G color plane, in all locations (p,q) with both
the constraints d(p,q)2=0 and equation (1) enforced for k=2, can be realized using R or B
components and the color-difference model as follows:

I(p,q)2 = l(p,q)k+

I

w

(i,j)(l(i,j)2-l(i,j)k)

(20)

(«.yK

where the weights w' are those computed in (13) by using (19). Post-processing is applied
only at the spatial locations (p,q) where the G components have been obtained using (11)(17), i.e. original spatial locations corresponding to missed green components. If (p,q)
corresponds to the red CFA location (d{p,q)i=\), then the parameter k = 1 is used in (20);
otherwise k=3 is used for the blue CFA location. After the G plane is enhanced, the postprocessing step is completed by enhancing the R and B plane using the same equation
defined in (18) for k=\ and k=3, respectively. This step is performed for R (respectively B)
components only in locations where they were originally missing in the CFA pattern, that is
d(p,q)\=0 (respectively d(p,q)i=G).

3.4 Summary of our algorithm
Given a mosaiced image obtained from a CFA pattern, the different steps of the
demosaicing algorithm are summarized in Figure 8.
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Figure 8: Block diagram of our demosaicing algorithm.
a. Processing step
a.l. Detect the edges present in the mosaiced image in order to perform an interpolation along
edges and not across.
a.2. Interpolate the green component at location (p,q) where d(p,q)2=0 by using equations
(11)-(17). After completing the interpolation, the corresponding location flag is changed to
d{p,q)2=l, and the interpolation is performed for the next spatial location for which d(.,.)2=0.
The process is then repeated, and a fully populated G plane is obtained when all the flags are
set to J(-,-)2^0- If this is not the case upon completion of the first iteration, the location flags
corresponding to already processed locations are changed from d(-,-)2=2 to d(v)2=l» and the
algorithmic step is repeated until a fully populated G plane is generated.
a.3. Interpolate the red and blue components by using equation (18) with k = 1 (for R) or k=3
(for B). This is performed at location (p,q) where d(p,q)\=0 (for R components) or d(p,q)?,=0
(for B components). The procedure successively updates all the flags in a similar way than
the G components.
b. Post-processing step
First, the post-processing of the green components is applied and is defined by equation (20).
Then, the post-processing of the red and blue components is applied. It is similar to the
processing step for computing the red and blue pixels, and uses the same equation (18).
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3.5 Derivation of the algorithm of Lukac et al. from our algorithm
Our algorithm enhances the algorithm of Lukac et al., and there are ways to go back to the
algorithm of Lukac et al. from our algorithm (see the following steps) which highlights that
our algorithm can be seen as a generalization of the algorithm of Lukac et al:
i. Assume that all the pixels within an image are non-edge pixels.
ii. Set dist((p,q),(i,j))-\

in (6), which means assuming that, in a weighted sum

computed within a neighbourhood of any size, the contribution of a pixel I(iJ) to the color
value of a missed pixel I(p,q) depends mainly on the color of I(iJ) whatever is its distance
to I(p,q).
iii. Remove I(p,q)i and I(g,hh in (19), which is the same as assuming that the weights of a
color-difference between two channels within a neighbourhood do no depend at all on the
color values of both channels, but only on the color values of one channel.

4 Experimental results
In this section, we make a series of tests on 24 images which are shown in Figure 9. The
images are extracted from the Kodak database. We also use 7 CFA patterns, shown in Figure
2, for comparing our demosaicing algorithm to the algorithm of Lukac et al. The
experimentation protocol is as follows: an original image is sampled using a CFA, which
gives a mosaiced image as output. A demosaicing algorithm (ours and that of Lukac et al.) is
then applied to the mosaiced image, and we obtain a final image. The final image is further
compared to the original image in order to assess the quality of reconstruction. This process is
applied for all the images and all the CFA patterns. In our experiment, the size of the
interpolation window placed at the center of each pixel is set to 3 or 5. Greater sizes are not
recommended since they may over-smooth the pixels within an image. For assessing the
quality of images, an initial subjective comparison is made by inspecting some visual
artefacts, like color aliasing, on the images obtained through the demosaicing algorithms. For
objective comparison, we use the mean squared error (MSE) and the CIEDE2000 [32-33] to
assess how a demosaiced image is closed to the original image. The MSE for a color image is
computed as the mean value of all the pixel-by-pixel squared differences for all color bands.
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A small value of the MSE indicates small reconstruction errors, while a high value of the
MSE indicates non-negligible reconstruction errors. The CIEDE2000 formula was published
by the CIE in 2001. It works in the Lab color space, and provides an improved procedure for
the computation of perceptual color differences. The CIEDE2000 varies in the range [0, 1 ]
and indicates the proportion of color distortion between two images. A value close to 0
indicates that the two color images to compare are quite identical, while a value close to 1
indicates high differences between the images.

Figure 9: Images used in the experiments.
In Figure 10, we present a part of an original image as well as the images obtained through
Lukac et a/.'s demosaicing algorithm and through our demosaicing algorithm, for the Bayer
CFA shown in Figure 2a and for the CFA pattern shown in Figure 2g. As we can notice,
Lukac et a/.'s algorithm produces a lot of color aliasing artefacts, which is not the case for
our algorithm. Color aliasing results from a poor application of the color-difference model,
which is seeing near edges. In fact, the introduction of an edge-detection step in our
demosaicing algorithm enables to interpolate judiciously at edge-points. This explains why
our algorithm performs better than the algorithm of Lukac et al. around edges. This is
confirmed in Figure 11 where we show a part of the original image presented in Figure 9d as
well as the demosaiced images obtained using the algorithm of Lukac et al. and our algorithm
for the Bayer CFA.
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Figure 10 : (a) Part of the original image, (b) and (c) Demosaiced images using Lukac et a/.'s
algorithm with the CFA patterns shown in Figure 2a (Bayer pattern) and Figure 2g
respectively, (d) and (e) Corresponding demosaiced images using our algorithm.

Figure 11: (a) Part of the image in Figure 9d. (b) Demosaiced image using Lukac et aUs
algorithm in the case of the Bayer pattern, (c) Corresponding demosaiced image using our
algorithm.
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Figure 12: (a) Original image, (b) Part of the original image, (c) Demosaiced image using
Lukac et a/.'s algorithm with the CFA pattern in Figure 2b. (d) Corresponding demosaiced
image using our algorithm.
Our algorithm also reduces zipper effects as can be observed in Figure 12 where we show an
original image, a part of that image, and the images obtained through Lukac et a/.'s algorithm
and through our algorithm for the CFA pattern shown in Figure 2b. The zipper effect refers to
artificial "on-off' patterns created in smooth regions around edges and mainly caused by
improper fusion of neighbouring pixels across edges [7]. As can be observed in Figure 12,
Lukac et a/.'s algorithm has produced a lot of zipper effects on the window compared to our
algorithm, which degrades the visual quality of the global image. Thus, it appears that the
introduction of an edge-detection model combined to a more realistic spectral interpolation
model increase the performance of our demosaicing algorithm in reducing zipper effects.
The increase in visual quality of our demosaicing algorithm compared to Lukac et a/.'s
algorithm is confirmed numerically by using the MSE and the CIEDE2000 quality measures.
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In Figure 13, we plot the mean value of the MSE (the MSE is computed for each of the test
images, and we take the mean value) for each CFA pattern in order to observe how the pixel
values of the demosaiced images are close to the values of the original image. The MSE gives
a good idea of the reliability of the reconstruction of images for the different demosaicing
algorithms. As can been noticed in Figure 13, the mean value of the MSE for the different
CFA patterns is smaller for our algorithm compared to Lukac's algorithm, meaning smaller
reconstruction errors.

60
50
40
O Our algorithm
• Lukac's algorithm

CFA a CFAb
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CFA d CFA e

CFA f

CFA i

Figure 13 : MSE mean values for the various CFA patterns
In Figure 14, we plot the mean values of the MSE specifically for edge regions for the
different CFA patterns in order to observe the improvement brought by our algorithm in the
reconstruction of edges. We have used a percentage P=25% of edge pixels given by the
algorithm described in [34], meaning that 25% of the potential edges pixels are considered to
be true edge pixels. As can be seen, the MSE is smaller for our algorithm compared to the
algorithm of Lukac et al. The effect of the percentage P of edge pixels on the performance of
the demosaicing algorithms is described in Figure 15 where we plot the difference between
the mean values of the MSE at edge regions for the Lukac et a/.'s algorithm (MSELukac) and
our algorithm (MSEour algorithm)- Note that the differences are positive, meaning less error for
our algorithm compared to Lukac's algorithm.
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Figure 14: MSE mean values for edge regions for the various CFA patterns: P=25%.
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Figure 15: MSE difference for edge regions between Lukac et a/.'s demosaing algorithm and
the improved demosaicing algorithm for the various CFA patterns and for various thresholds
representing the percentage of potential edges points.
As we can also notice in Figure 15, for each CFA pattern, the difference between the MSE
values increases when the percentage P of edges pixels decreases (the exception is the CFA b
for which the positive difference/improvement is relatively constant for all values of P). In
fact, smaller values of P represent the most realistic and sharp edge regions (pixels with the
highest multispectral gradient values). In the other hand, higher values of P include the most
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realistic edge regions as well as edge regions that may not be so sharp. Thus, we can
conclude that our demosaicing algorithm, which embeds an edge-detection algorithm,
enhances the quality of images compared to the universal demosaicing algorithm of Lukac et
aL, and the improvement is more perceptible on sharp edge regions. We also notice that the
errors vary as function of the CFA pattern, meaning that the choice of the CFA is important
for demosaicing algorithms.
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Figure 16: CIEDE2000 mean values for the various CFA patterns
In Figure 16, we show the mean values of the CIEDE2000 quality measure for the different
CFA patterns. This measure is considered to be better correlated with the perception of the
human visual system than the MSE. As can be noticed, the CIEDE2000 values for Lukac et
a/.'s algorithm are greater than those of our algorithm, meaning more color distortion for the
Lukac et a/.'s algorithm compared to our algorithm. This simply means that the demosaiced
images obtained using our algorithm are closer to the original images than the demosaiced
images obtained using Lukac et a/.'s algorithm. In general, all the results presented in Figures
13-16 indicate that the choice of the CFA pattern has a great impact on the overall quality of
images since the performances depend on the CFA pattern used. This is not surprising since
the various CFA patterns have different arrangements of the red, green and blue pixels, which
may influence their anti-aliasing capability and the reconstruction of images.
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In Appendix B, we show the computational complexity of our algorithm and the algorithm of
Lukac et al. Not surprisingly, we use more arithmetic operations compared to Lukac et al.
(approximately 2.4x109 operations compared to 1.8xl09 for a 5x5 window and a 768x512
image) due to the edge detection, the improvement of the spectral interpolation and the
improvement of the weights of the color difference model. However, the overall algorithmic
complexity of both algorithms is of the same scale, in the order 0(L4MN) where LxL is the
size of the sliding window used in the interpolations (generally 3x3 or 5x5), and MxN is the
size of the image.

5 Application to image resampling
Our algorithm is mainly designed for image demosaicing, but it can also be used for color
image resampling. In simple terms, image resampling is the process of increasing the number
of pixels of an image by adding Active pixels through interpolation. Thus, like the
demosaicing process, finding the color of unknown or Active pixels is at the heart of image
resampling.

Figure 17: Resampling of an image by 2
The main difference between image demosaicing and image resampling is that, for image
demosaicing we know one of the red, green or blue colors at each pixel position, whereas for
image resampling, we know the three red, green and blue color components at some pixel
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positions while all the color components are completely unknown at the other pixel positions.
One of the main advantages of our demosaicing algorithm is that it can be used for various
CFA patterns, and equations (1) to (20) remain applicable even in the particular context of
color image resampling. To show that, let us consider the case of image resampling by a
factor of 2. In Figure 17, we present an original image/, the final image g corresponding to
the original image resampled by 2, and the CFA pattern corresponding to g. The CFA
contains only black and white colors, which may be surprising since until now we have only
talked about CFA patterns made of red, green and blue colors. In fact, the use of black and
white colors is inspired from the additive color model, and is governed by the pixels in image
g: the different pixel positions (m,ri) where all the red, green and blue components are known
are represented in the CFA pattern with a white color, which is expressed as follows using the
flag d introduced in Section 3:
d(m,n)k =1 for ke {1,2,3}

(21)

The different pixel positions (m,n) where all the red, green and blue components are unknown
are represented in the CFA pattern with a black color, which is expressed as follows:
d(m,n)

(22)

= 0 for ke {1,2,3}

A final remark on the CFA pattern is that it depends on the image g, which in turn depends on
the image /; it also depends on the resampling factor denoted r. Thus, the CFA used for
resampling through our demosaicing algorithm is adaptive. Note that, due to the adaptive
CFA pattern used for image resampling as defined by equations (21)-(22), common
demosaicing algorithms limited to Bayer CFA pattern are hardly applicable. For practical
purpose, g is initialized as follows using the original image/(L J denotes the floor function,
% the modulo operation):
{ ( m
g(m,n) = f

r

+ 1,

n
r

+1

if

m%r = 1 and n%r = 1

)

- 1 otr lerw ise
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(23)

Figure 18: (a) Part of the image shown in Figure 10a. (b)-(i) Images resampled by 2 using
various algorithms: (b) Nearest neighbour (c) Bilinear (d) Bicubic (e) Lanczos (f) Hermite (g)
Mitchell (h) Bell (i) Our resampling algorithm based on our demosaicing algorithm.
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The goal of resampling the original image/is to compute the value of g at positions where g
is initialized to -1, which corresponds to the positions of missing or unknown pixels. Thus, in
the terminology of our demosaicing algorithm, g plays the role of the mosaiced image.
Consequently, to apply our demosaicing algorithm for resizing the original image /, we
simply pass as first input to the algorithm the image g represented by equation (23), and as
second input the CFA pattern described by d. This denotes the versatility of our demosaicing
algorithm.
In Figure 18, we show some results of resizing an original image by a factor r=2 using
various resampling algorithms. As can be observed, nearest neighbour, Hermite and Mitchell
algorithms are prone to aliasing and jaggies (stairlike lines), while Bell resampling algorithm
produces a blurred image. Our algorithm performs well and is comparable to commonly used
resampling algorithms such as the Bilinear, Bicubic or Lanczos algorithms. In fact, the
observations made, regarding the resampling algorithms used in Figure 18, resume well the
general performances of these algorithms in resampling color images, and this was verified
through different experimental tests performed but not included in the paper. Thus, although
our algorithm is primarily designed for image demosaicing, it appears to be applicable and
reliable for image resampling.

6 Conclusion
A generic demosaicing algorithm was proposed which can process the CFA image
captured from various RGB-CFA patterns. Our algorithm is based on a new spectral
interpolation model inspired from the center of mass principle in physics. It also employs an
efficient edge-sensing model which enables, at edge points, to direct the interpolation along
the edge and not across the edge. Experimental results have shown that our algorithm gives
better images in terms of visual quality and objective quality measures compared to the
universal demosaicing algorithm of Lukac et al. Also, we have described how our
demosaicing algorithm can be used for image resampling, and this versatility has been
confirmed through experimental tests. As a final remark, we have noticed that the
performance of our demosaicing algorithm depends on the CFA pattern. Thus, a CFA pattern
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may give the best results for one image, and be less effective for another image. An
interesting future work would be the study of the automatic generation of the optimal CFA
pattern given an image.
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Appendix A: proof of (18) and (19)
The idea behind equation (18) is to interpolate the color-difference at a missed pixel as we
interpolate a missed green pixel in equation (2). Let us define &(p,q)k as:
*(p,q)k=l(p,q)k-l{p,q)2

(24)

By approximating A at a missed pixel as a weighted sum of the color-difference values within
a neighbourhood (the same as we did for interpolating the green components in Section 4.1),
we can write as in (2):
A

(P>l)k = Z "W(''•/)A(<w)*

(25)

This is justified by the fact that, in the color-difference model, the contrasts of the differences
G-B and G-R are quite flat over small regions. We recall that the terms w' are defined in (13)
as:
w...... r(i,i) = w^,r(i,

i)/ Y

w...,r(g,h)

(26)

The weights wpqxc are computed as in (6) in the form:

. * . (f
wPV-k,

('••/) = •

dist((p,q),(i,j))

1+ J

\A(i,j)k-A(g,h)k

(27)

By replacing A by its value defined in (24), equation (27) can be rewritten as:

w. , . t . f ( ' . » :

1+

dist((p,q),(i,j))

Z

\[mJ)k-l(iJ)2]-[l(8,h)k-I(8,h)2]\

(28)

By using (24) and (25), we also derive:
I(p,q)k=l(p,q)2+

X

w

(i,j)(l(i,j)k-l(i,j)2)

(29)

d(:j\-

which is exactly the same as equation (18). Also, equation (28) is exactly the same as
equation (19).
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Appendix B: computational complexity of the demosaicing algorithms
In the following tables, we compute the approximated average total number of additions (+),
subtractions (-), multiplications (x), divisions (/), and absolute values (| |) performed for
different steps of our demosaicing algorithm and the algorithm of Lukac et al. We assume
that an LxL square window is used for the interpolations (generally 3x3 or 5x5), and we also
assume an image of size MxN. We recall that no edge detection step is considered in the
algorithm of Lukac et al. The final computational complexity is expressed using the big-0
notation.
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II
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Table 1 : Approximated computational complexity of the demosaicing algorithm of Lukac et
al.
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Table 2 : Approximated computational complexity of our demosaicing algorithm.
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Chapitre 5
Mesures de la qualite des images: relation entre le
PSNR et le SSIM
Dans ce chapitre, nous effectuons une etude comparative du PSNR (Peak Signal-to-Noise
Ratio) et du SSIM (Structural Similarity Index Measure) [25], deux mesures largement
utilisees pour 1'evaluation objective de la qualite des images. Dans un premier temps, nous
realisons une etude analytique sur la base des formules du PSNR et du SSIM et nous faisons
ressortir l'existence d'une relation logarithmmique entre ces deux mesures. Cette relation
logarithmique est valable dans le cas des images ayant subi une degradation ou un traitement
qui preserve la moyenne des niveaux de gris de I'image (par exemple la compression Jpeg ou
le flou gaussien). Par ailleurs, cette relation permet d'expliquer le fait que deux images
degradees puissent avoir la meme valeur du PSNR mais deux valeurs differentes du SSIM
comme observe experimentalement [26], et vice-versa. Une etude plus approfondie de la
relation logarithmique revele qu'elle est approximativement lineaire pour certaines plages de
valeurs du SSIM. Pour completer l'etude analytique, nous realisons egalement une etude
experimentale du PSNR et du SSIM afin d'etudier leur efficacite dans la mesure de la qualite
des images resultant de quelques degradations couramment rencontrees, a savoir la
compression Jpeg, la compression Jpeg 2000, le flou gaussien et le bruit additif gaussien.
Pour ce faire, nous appliquons ces degradations a differentes amplitudes sur une serie
d'images (par exemple, en modifiant le ratio de compression dans le cas de Jpeg et Jpeg
2000, en modifiant la largeur de la fenetre du filtre gaussien dans le cas du flou gaussien, en
modifiant la variance dans le cas du bruit additif gaussien) et nous utilisons l'analyse des
variances pour 1'interpretation des resultats. Une des observations marquantes est la grande
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efficacite du PSNR pour 1'evaluation des images degradees par un bruit additif gaussien, ce
qui confirme les observations experimentales faites par certains auteurs [27]. Pour vaiider
cette efficacite du PSNR, nous proposons une justification analytique dans ce travail.
Nous presentons, dans les pages qui suivent, un article intitule Is There a Relationship
Between the PSNR and the SSIM ? [34] qui est soumis au journal international IET Image
Processing. Le probleme a ete pose par le Professeur Djemel Ziou. J'ai realise, valide et
redige ce travail sous sa supervision. Une version compacte de ce travail, intitulee Image
Quality Metrics: PSNR vs. SSIM, est parue dans les actes de la conference International
Conference on Pattern Recognition (ICPR), Istanbul, Turquie, 2010 [35].
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Is there a relationship between the PSNR and the
SSIM?
Alain Hore and Djemel Ziou

November, 2010

Abstract. In this paper, we analyse two well-known image quality metrics, the
peak-signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) as well as the structural similarity index
measure (SSIM), and we derive an analytical relationship between them which
works for some kinds of common image degradations such as Gaussian blur,
additive Gaussian noise, Jpeg and Jpeg2000 compressions. The analytical
relationship brings more clarity on the interpretation of PSNR and SSIM values,
and explains some differences found between these quality measures in the
literature. A series of tests realized on images from the Kodak database gives a
better understanding of the performance of the SSIM and the PSNR in assessing
image quality.
Keywords: PSNR, SSIM, image quality metrics, similarity.

1 Introduction
Any processing applied to an image may cause an important loss of information or
quality. Image quality refers to how the imaged scene is reproduced, and can be described by
the degradation in sharpness, dynamic range, color blending, contrast, blocking effect, or blur
for example. The ability to evaluate image quality is, nowadays, very important in several
image processing applications such as the art, remote sensing, e-commerce, information
hiding, and pattern recognition [1, 2]. Image quality evaluation methods can be subdivided
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into objective and subjective methods [3, 4]. Subjective methods are based on human
judgement and operate on an informal basis, without reference to explicit criteria [5].
Objective methods are based on comparisons using explicit numerical criteria [6, 7], and
several references are possible such as the ground truth or prior knowledge expressed in
terms of statistical parameters and tests [8, 9]. The MSE (mean squared error), the PSNR
(peak signal-to-noise ratio) [10], and the SSIM (structural similarity index measure) [11] are
examples of quality measures that are used in image analysis.
In this paper we explicit an analytical relationship between the SSIM and the PSNR for greylevel images. The PSNR is commonly used as a measure of the quality of reconstruction in
image compression and image denoising [10]. Given a reference grey-level (8 bits) image/
and a test image g, both of size MxN, the PSNR between/and g is defined by:
PSNR{f,g)

= \0\og10(2552/MSE{f,g))
i

where MSE(f,g)

M

N

(1)

.,

= ^Y,(f,-giJf

(2)

The PSNR value can be thought of as approaching infinity as the MSE approaches zero; this
shows that a higher PSNR value implies a higher image quality. At the other end of the scale,
a small value of the PSNR implies high numerical differences between images. The SSEM
was developed by Wang et al. [11] and is considered to be correlated with the quality
perception of the human visual system (HVS). Instead of using traditional error summation
methods, the SSIM is designed by modeling any image distortion as a combination of three
factors that are loss of correlation, luminance distortion and contrast distortion. The SSIM is
defined as:

SSIM{f,g) = l{f,g)c{f,g)s{f,g)

(3)

where

'^--V^^^VJ^t-<^--iv7F
juf+jug+C{
We recall that:

<jf+ag+C2

afag+C3
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(4
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N
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=
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The first term l(f,g) in (4) is the luminance comparison function which measures the
closeness of the two images' mean luminance (u/and ng). The maximal value (ie, equal to 1)
of this factor is reached when /// =/xg. The second term c(f,g) is the contrast comparison
function which measures how the contrasts in the images are close to each other. Here the
contrast is measured by the standard deviation af and ag This term is maximal (ie, equal to 1)
only if Of=tJg. The third term s(f,g) is the structure comparison function which measures the
correlation coefficient between the two images / and g. Note that a/g is the covariance
between/and g. s(f,g) is maximal (i.e., equal to 1) when Ofg=GfOR. SSIM values are in [-1, 1],
but we note that negative values are very rare in practice since they require images
manipulated for this specific purpose. Thus, in this paper, negative values of the SSIM are
irrelevant, and we use the interval [0, 1]. A value of 0 means no correlation with the original
image, and 1 means that/=g. The positive constants C\, Cj and Cj, are used to avoid a null
denominator. Authors propose in [11] to use C\=(K\L)2, C2={K2L)2 and C^C-JI where
K\ =0.01, £2=0.03 and L=255 for grey-level images.
There are no precise rules for selecting the SSM or the PSNR when the evaluation of image
quality is required. Consequently, informal arguments and belief guide the interpretation of
numerical values obtained during the evaluation process [12-16]. In fact, some studies have
revealed that as opposed to the SSIM, the MSE (and so the PSNR) perform badly in
discriminating structural content in images since various types of degradations applied to the
same image can yield the same value of the MSE and thus the same value of the PSNR [17].
In some studies based on subjective human evaluation, it is reported that the SSIM generally
correlates better to human judgement than the PSNR [18-19]. Other studies have shown that
the MSE, and consequently the PSNR, has the best performance in assessing the quality of
noisy images [4]. In [9], in their attempt to compare some of the most common image quality
measures in order to determine if there is any difference in their performance, the authors
came to the conclusion that the MSE. and consequently the PSNR, can be related to the
SSIM. Those observations on the properties and performance of the SSIM, the PSNR, and the
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MSE are derived mainly from experimental studies. In [20], a relationship between the MSE
and the structure comparison function is derived as:
MSE

f-Mf

°7

g-Mt

' °t

= 2(\-s(f,g))

(6)

j

This relationship is valid in the case where C^=0 in (4). In [21], in their attempt to
characterize packet-loss impairments in compressed video, the authors have indicated that the
SSIM can be estimated as follows using the MSE:

(Mf-MKf-MSE(f,g)
SSIM(f,g) = 2/z^+C, I+MI+MI+Q
<rf+(rg+c2

(7)

This relationship is valid for C-^CiH in (4). In this paper, we revisit the general formula of
the SSIM. First, we study the effect of the constants C\, C2 and C3 on the values of the SSIM.
Second, we introduce an analytical relationship between the SSIM and the PSNR that can be
used for predicting their similarity as well as their difference in evaluating image quality in
the case of distortions such as Gaussian blur, additive Gaussian white noise, Jpeg and
Jpeg2000 compression algorithms. Third, we show analytically that the PSNR is more
sensitive than the SSIM in discriminating images degraded using additive Gaussian white
noise. This result is also confirmed experimentally. Note that we strictly focus on objective
quantitative measurements in this paper, and we do not address any subjective or perceptual
evaluation (though we give some references to previous works). The rest of the paper is
organized as follows: in Section 2, we give a detailed description of the main objective of this
paper, which is the derivation of an explicit analytical relationship between the SSIM and the
PSNR. In Section 3, we make a series of tests using the Kodak images database, and we
present some experimental results based on statistical models for comparing the two quality
measures. The summary of our work with the final comments are given in Section 4.

2 Analytical relationship between the PSNR and the SSIM
To establish the relationship between the SSIM and the PSNR, we first derive the exact
analytical relationship between the SSIM and the MSE, and then we use that relationship to
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link the SSM to the PSNR. This new exact analytical relationship is further simplified
through some assumptions that will be explained later. Note that in the remaining of the
paper, the variables/and g are omitted in MSE, PSNR, and SSM. The MSE in equation (2)
can be rewritten as (see the proof in Appendix A. 1):
(8)

MSE = aj+ o\ - 2afg +(/*f-Mgf

where aj and a2g are the variance of the images/and g, and crfg the covariance between/
and g. The SSM defined in (3) can be rewritten as (see the proof in Appendix A.2):

1

_25?xa(f,g)xe-m^°+/3(f,g)

SS1M

* ( / . •8)

where
1
«(/.*)=

2afag + C2. / * ( / . 8) =

+ C2

2

°fs
2afag + C2

. * ( / . 8) =

afag+C?i

(10)

Equation (9) represents the complete and fundamental relationship between the SSIM and the
PSNR that we derive. Even if it may appear a little complicated to analyse, we will see later
that it can be simplified with some assumptions and for some particular image degradations.
The constants Ci and C3 were introduced to avoid a null denominator [11]. Thus, in the case
of non-null standard deviation values, the constants can be discarded. Non-null standard
deviation values are found in real images on which at least one pixel has grey-level value
different from the other pixels. For a better understanding of the constants C2 and C3, let us
study how they affect the values of the contrast comparison function c(f,g) and the structural
comparison function s(f,g) defined in (4). For this purpose, we consider a collection of
original images that are degraded using 16 degradations classified into 4 groups which are
additive Gaussian white noise, Gaussian blur, Jpeg and Jpeg200 compression algorithms (see
Table 1). For each of these degradations, four parameters are applied that enable us to take
into consideration different levels or strengths of the degradations. Gaussian blur is the model
of lens blurring and some atmospheric turbulence blurring [22]. Jpeg and Jpeg2000
compression algorithms are a standard in imaging. Additive Gaussian noise is extensively
used for assessing image processing algorithms and for comparing quality measures.
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Moreover, sources of camera noise are generally considered as Gaussian [23]. In Table 1, we
note that the noise standard deviations, denoted o, are in the interval [0,1]. The grey levels of
images have been normalized to [0,1] before adding noise. For each original and degraded
image, we compute c(f,g) for four values of C2 which are 0, 1, 10 and 100. In the same way,
we also compute s(f,g) for four values of C3 which are 0, 1, 10 and 100. To make the
comparisons, we have used the 76 original images of size 512x768 and 768x512 of the
Kodak database which are shown in Figure 1, and we have also used blocks of size 64x64
and 16x16 within each image. In overall, almost 8 000 0000 computations of each of c(f,g)
and s(f,g) have been performed in the experiments. The luminance comparison function l(f,g)
is studied further in the paper. As the SSIM is defined for grey-level images, we first convert
all the original images into grey-level images before applying the degradations and
computing c(f,g) and s(f,g). In Figures 2-4, we plot the variation of the mean value of c(f,g)
and s(f,g) for different sizes of images and different values of C2 and C3. The degradations are
abbreviated as follows in Figures 2-4: G is the Gaussian blur, N is the additive Gaussian
white noise, J is the Jpeg compression, and J2K is the Jpeg2000 compression. The
abbreviations are followed by a number which indicates the corresponding parameter in
Table 1.
Parameter 1

Parameter 2

Parameter 3

Parameter 4

3x3

5x5

7x7

9x9

Gaussian noise

o2=0.001

0^=0.01

o2=0.02

o2=0.05

(noise variance)

(o=0.03)

(o=0.1)

(o=0.14)

(o=0.22)

30%

50%

70%

90%

30%

50%

70%

90%

Degradation
Gaussian blur
(size

of

the

filter)

Jpeg
(quality ratio)
Jpeg2000
(quality ratio)

Table 1: Degradations applied to the images with their corresponding parameters
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Note that the lines relating points in Figures 2-4 do not represent continuity in the sense of
continuous functions, but simply make more clear the differences between the mean values of
c(f,g) and s(f,g) when varying C2 and C3. It appears that C2 and C3 have a greater impact on
the values of c(f,g) and s(f,g) when the size of the images (or patches of images) become
smaller. When the original images of size 512x768 and 768x512 are used, there is quite no
change at all in the values of c(f,g) and s(f,g) as we vary the values Ci and C3. This can be
explained by the fact that no image is completely uniform, meaning that the values of 0/ and
ag are not null. In fact, oyand ag are high enough for those whole images to be sensitive to C2
and C3. When the images used are patches of size 64x64, we observe that there is quite no
change in the values of c(f,g) while there is some noticeable difference in the values of s(f,g).

••••

Figure 1: Images of the Kodak database.
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Figure 4: Mean value of c(f,g) and s(f,g) as function of C2 and C3 for image patches of size
16x16. (a) c(f,g) mean value, (b) s(f,g) mean value.
In the case of patches of size 16x16, we observe that the values of C2 and C3 affect the values
of c(f,g) and s(f,g). In fact, this observation is not surprising since more patches of images
may be completely uniform as the size of the patches become smaller, which means a null
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standard deviation. In other words, there is a greater probability that a patch of image is
completely uniform as the size of the patch considered becomes smaller (like those found in
the multi-scale SSIM, MSSEVI). Consequently, the values of C2 and C3 will have in this case
a non-negligible impact on c(f,g) and s(f,g). More interesting, we can observe that for each
degradation, the mean value of c(f,g) is monotonically increasing as function of C2, which
means that the mean value of c(f,g) for C?=a is greater than the mean value of c(f,g) for
C2=b<a. In fact, this observation works not only for the mean value of c(f,g), but also for
individual values of c(f,g) as we have noticed in our experiments (almost 100% of all the
images and patches of images tested with the various degradations). In Appendix A.4, we
analytically confirm this experimental observation. In a similar way, s(f,g) is monotonically
increasing as function of C3. Consequently, choosing one value of Ci and C3 instead of other
values may yield different values of the SSIM: smaller values of Ci and C3 give smaller
values of the SSIM, while the opposite is observed for greater values of C2 and C3. However,
due to the monotonic property of c(f,g) and s(f,g), the values of Ci and C3 are indeed not so
much important if the SSIM is computed for comparing more than two images. When strictly
comparing the quality of more than two images through the SSIM, for example for assessing
algorithms, we generally focus on determining which value of the SSIM is higher than the
others; in this case, whatever the values of C2 and C3 considered for the comparisons, we get
the same ordering of the SSIM values. Thus, we can discard the constants C2 and C3 for
computing the SSIM. In the case of strictly comparing two images, whatever are the values of
C2 and C3 considered, we have nothing to do but to interpret or give a meaning to the single
value of the SSIM so as to assess the similarity between the two images. Thus, even for that
case which is a bit subjective, we can discard C2 and C3. In the general case of pairwise
comparisons of image quality, for discarding C2 and C3, we assume that they are very small
and satisfy C2«max{of,oji) and C?,«max(of,Og); we can also simply set their values to zero.
In such cases, we deduce from (9) and (10) that (the complete proof can be found in
Appendix A.3):
PSNR = -l0log 10

~2(Jfg(l{f,g)-SSIM)
2552 SSIM

*>rV
255
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(11)

We recall that l(f,g) is defined in (4). The relationship described in (11) is general and can be
further simplified for some image degradations. In fact, several tests realized using the Kodak
image database, which is shown in Figure 1, have revealed that l(f,g)>0.99\ (~1) for
degradations due to Gaussian blur, additive Gaussian white zero mean noise, Jpeg, and
Jpeg2000 compression. This is summarized in Figure 5 where we plot the mean value of
l(f,g) for four sizes of images (512x768 and 768x512, 64x64, 16x16) and four values of C\
(0, 1,10, 100). In overall, almost 8 000 000 computations of l(f,g) have been performed. We
can notice that, for the degradations used, C\ has no noticeable effect on the mean value of
l(f,g), which means that it can simply be discarded. Moreover, the fact that l(f,g) is so close to
1 means that the luminance comparison function l(f,g) has a marginal and even negligible
impact on the values of the SSIM defined in (3).
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Figure 5: Mean value of l(f,g) as function of C\. (a) Original images of size 768x512 and
512x768. (b) Patches of size 64x64. (c) Patches of size 16x16.
Also, we observe that the shapes of the SSIM curves plotted in Figure 6 are similar enough to
those of s(f,g) shown in Figure 2.b, Figure 3.b and Figure 4.b. We can deduce that the
structure comparison function s(f,g) has a greater impact on the values of the SSIM than the
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contrast comparison function c(f,g). This can be justified by the fact that, in Figures 2-4, the
values of c(f,g) globally vary less than those of s(f,g): in other words, the contrast or the range
of variation of the values of c(f,g) is smaller than that of s(f,g). As l(f,g) is very close to 1, we
can reasonably assume that l(f,g)=l, which simply means that Gaussian blur, additive
Gaussian white zero mean noise, Jpeg and Jpeg2000 compression algorithms all preserve the
mean value of an image. Indeed, l(f,g)=\ is equivalent to Mf=Mg- Consequently, we derive from
(11) the following simplified relationship between the PSNR and the SSIM:
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Figure 6: Mean value of the SSIM as function of C\, Ci and C3. (a) Original images of size
768x512 and 512x768. (b) Patches of size 64x64. (c) Patches of size 16x16.
As equation (12) indicates, there is an interesting link between the PSNR and the SSIM for
the degradations used. It suggests that the SSIM can be computed from the PSNR and viceversa. This confirms the remarks of Dosselmann [9] who observed experimentally a possible
link between MSE (and so the PSNR) and the SSIM. Figure 7 is the plot of the PSNR as
function of the SSIM, by varying a/g in the interval ]0, 2552] in equation (12). It can be seen
that all the curves have the same shape; they are equal up to an additive factor depending on
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a^. In fact, Gfg can be seen as the parameter which explains why some studies have revealed
that different images with different structural degradations may yield the same value of the
MSE or PSNR while providing different values of the SSIM [17]. As it is observed in Figure
7, this is possible since for the same PSNR we can have different SSIM values corresponding
to different % values. The converse is also true since for the same value of the SSIM may
correspond different values of the PSNR and the MSE, as can be seen in Figures 8-10 where
we give some examples of this observation: different degradations give equal or similar
SSIM values with different PSNR values. In fact, it may happen that two values of the PSNR
which are close result in two values of the SSIM which are not close at all, and vice-versa.
Another interesting observation that can be made in Figure 7 is that, when the SSIM is in the
interval [0.2, 0.8], the curves are essentially comparable to straight lines (an example is given
by the red line plotted for the case o/s=100). Computing the equation of the straight lines
yields the approximated PSNR, denoted PSNRsi, as follows in the interval [0.2, 0.8]:

Figure 7: Variation of the PSNR as function of the SSIM for different fixed values of %.
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(b) Jpeg2000, quality=50%, SSIM=0.992, PSNR=29.06, MSE=80.74

IAW

lis™"

(c) Gaussian blur, size of the filter =5x5. SSIM=0.992, PSNR=29.40, MSE=73.13

Figure 8: Example of identical SSM values corresponding to different PSNR values.
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Figure 9: Example of very close SSIM values corresponding to different PSNR values.
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a) Original image
...

^m- ..ft
b) Jpeg2000, quality=50%, SSIM=0.980, PSNR=30.77, MSE=54.46

c) Gaussian blur, size of the filter =5x5, SSIM=0.982, PSNR=31.51, MSE=45.93

Figure 10: Another example of very close SSM values yielding not so close PSNR values.
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PSNRsl =20.069xSS/M+(l01og,0(2552/2tr/s)-10.034)

(13)

In Figure 11, we plot the absolute error (AP=PSNR-PSNRsO and the relative error
(|AP|/PSNR) of the approximation. As can be observed, the maximum relative error is only
0.8 %, which is small and indicates that the linear approximation of the PSNR is accurate
enough.
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Figure 11: (a) Absolute error between the real and the approximated PSNR in the interval
[0.2,0.8]. (b) Relative error.

3 An objective study of the sensitivity of the PSNR and the SSIM to some
image degradations
The relationship derived so far between the SSIM and the PSNR is quite interesting, but
does not actually indicate whether or when one measure is more or less sensitive than the
other according to a given image degradation. Thus, we need to evaluate the effects of
degradations applied to images on the values of the PSNR and the SSIM. For this purpose,
comparisons of the PSNR and the SSIM values based on experiments using various original
and degraded images are generally required [4, 9, 11, 14]. We use F-scores to measure the
sensitivity of the PSNR and the SSIM. More concretely, we measure how the PSNR and the
SSIM are influenced by the parameters of the Gaussian white noise, Gaussian blur, Jpeg and
Jpeg2000 compression respectively, which were presented in Section 2. The images used for
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the experiments come from the Kodak database, shown in Figure 1. To define the F-score, let
us consider a set of parameter values of a given image degradation (for example, quality
parameters of Jpeg compression=30%, 50%, 70%, 90%). For each parameter, different values
of the PSNR, forming a group, are computed for the original images. The same is made for
the SSIM. The F-score associated to the PSNR corresponds to the ratio of the variance of the
set of mean values of the PSNR in all groups over the mean value of the within-group
variances. The F-score of the SSIM is computed similarly. The F-score varies in [0,oo[: a low
value indicates that the parameters do not have a great impact on the values of the quality
measure, meaning a low sensitivity of the quality measure to the parameters; a high value of
the F-score, on the contrary, indicates a great impact of the parameters on the values of the
quality measure, meaning a high sensitivity of the quality measure to the parameters. Note
that a similar approach was used in [4] to compare different quality measures. For studies and
research works on subjective evaluations of quality measures, one can refer to [18, 24].
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Figure 12: F-scores for different degradations.
In Figure 12, we present the results of the F-score for the various degradations in the form of
a semi logarithmic plot. As can been observed, the SSIM appears to be more sensitive to Jpeg
compression compared to the PSNR, while the opposite is observed for additive Gaussian
white noise degradation. In fact, it is quite difficult to find a quality measure that is more
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sensitive to additive Gaussian noise than the PSNR, and some authors have noticed that in
their experiments [4]. Still in Figure 12, it appears that the SSIM is slightly more sensitive
than the PSNR in discriminating the quality parameter of the Jpeg2000 compression, while
the PSNR is slightly more sensitive than the SSIM in discriminating the Gaussian blur.
Finally, we note that the SSIM and the PSNR are more sensitive to noise degradation than all
the other degradations tested in this paper. Thus, the various structural distortions introduced
by additive noise are the most distinguishable for both the PSNR and the SSIM compared to
the distortions introduced by Gaussian blur, Jpeg, and Jpeg2000 compression.

Figure 13: Box plot for the Jpeg compression (a) PSNR (b) SSIM.
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Figure 14: Box plot for the additive noise (a) PSNR (b) SSIM.
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In Figures 13-14, we present the box plots for the Jpeg compression algorithm and for the
additive Gaussian white noise degradation. In the box plots of the PSNR for example, each
box corresponds to a group of computed values of the PSNR given a parameter value of a
selected degradation. A graphical comparison based on box plots, where each box is centered
on the group median and sized to the upper and lower 50 percentiles, allows one to see the
distribution of the groups. The box plots are also related to the F-scores: if the F-score is
high, there will be little overlap between two or more groups; if the F-score is not high, there
will be a fair amount of overlap among all of the groups. In Figure 13, the box plots of the
PSNR and the SSIM for the Jpeg compression show that there are more overlaps between the
boxes in the case of the PSNR compared to the SSIM. This confirms that the PSNR is less
sensitive than the SSIM to the variation of the quality parameter values of the Jpeg
compression algorithm. In the other hand, we notice in Figure 14 that there is no overlap
between the boxes of the PSNR in the case of additive Gaussian noise while some overlaps
are visible for the SSIM. This explains at some extent the high value of the F-score of the
PSNR observed in Figure 12 for the additive Gaussian white noise. The flatness of the boxes
of the PSNR in Figure 14 and the lack of overlap between those boxes indicate a sharp
sensitivity of the PSNR to the variation of the variance of the Gaussian noise. This sensitivity
of the PSNR to noise is also reported in [4]: among twenty-six quality measures used to
compare images (the SSIM was not considered in that paper), the MSE, and so the PSNR,
was the best to discriminate noise. More interesting, it is possible to justify analytically the
flatness of the boxes for the PSNR in Figure 14, and also to confirm that the PSNR is more
sensitive to additive Gaussian noise than the SSIM. The proof is as follows: let us consider an
original image/and an image g obtained from/by adding a zero-mean Gaussian white noise
n. We assume the practical case in which the original image and the noise are uncorrelated,
meaning that the covariance 0fn=O. It is well known and it can also be easily proved that the
PSNR between/and g=f+n is given by:
PSNR{f,g

= / + n) = 101og10

'2552A

(14)

V °l )
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where an is the standard deviation of the noise. Note that we are using the PSNR formula
defined in (1) which is commonly used in the literature for comparing images. Also, by
remembering that l(f,g)=\ in the case of noisy images, and by discarding the constants C% and
Cy in (4), we get:

SSIM(f,g = f + n)= Jj

(15)

By comparing (14) and (15), we see that the PSNR depends only on the noise variance, while
the SSIM depends both on the noise variance and also the original image (image variance).
The fact that the PSNR, in this case, depends only on the noise variance and not at all on the
image used explains and justifies why the boxes of the PSNR in Figure 14 are so flat: all
images degraded using the same noise variance have the same PSNR value. Thus, the PSNR
will always be more sensitive than the SSIM for additive Gaussian white noise. In fact, it is
quite difficult to find a quality measure that will be more sensitive to additive Gaussian white
noise than the PSNR.

4 Conclusion
In this paper, we have compared the PSNR and the SSIM quality metrics by revisiting
their analytical formula. The study reveals that there exists a simple analytical link, in the
form of a logarithmic relationship, between the PSNR and the SSIM, which works for
some common degradations such as Gaussian blur, additive Gaussian noise, Jpeg, and
Jpeg2000 compression. We have also undertaken an experimental study in order to assess
the sensitivity of the PSNR and the SSIM to these degradations, i.e. how the values of the
parameter associated to each of these degradations affect the values of the PSNR and the
SSIM. The study has revealed that the PSNR is more sensitive to additive Gaussian white
noise than the SSIM, while the opposite is observed for Jpeg compression. Both measures
have slightly similar sensitivity to Gaussian blur and Jpeg2000 compression. In all cases,
we have observed that the PSNR and the SSIM are more sensitive to additive Gaussian
white noise than Gaussian blur, Jpeg, and Jpeg2000 compression.
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As a final conclusion, it appears that the PSNR and the SSM can be seen as related quality
measures that mainly differ on their degree of sensitivity to image degradations.
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A Appendix
A.l Derivation of the MSE
Given two images/and g of size MxN, the MSE is given by:
i
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By defining u,f and \ig respectively as the mean value of/and the mean value of g, we derive:
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Expanding A, B and C yields:

(A.4)

A = MN(a)+o]-2Gfl,),B = MN(nf -ju^f, C = 0

(A.5)

<Ty andc^ are the standard deviations of the images /and g respectively, afg the covariance
between/and g.
Finally, we derive from equations (A.4) and (A.5):
MSE = a2f+al-2afg+(Mf-Msf

(A6)

A.2 Derivation of the SSIM
In equations (3) and (4) of Section 2, the SSIM is defined as SSTM=l(f,g)c(f,g)s(f,g)
where:
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juj+vl+q

a}+a;+C2

cTfag+C3

Ci, Cj and C? are constant positive values used to ensure a non-null value of the denominator
of l(f,g), c(f,g) and s(f,g).
By using (A.6) and (A.7), we get:
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by MSE = 2552e~PSNRxin{,0)/m, we deduce the following relationship between the SSIM and the
PSNR:
_2552xa(f,g)xe~PSNR^w
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A.3 A simple relationship between the SSIM and the PSNR
By assuming that C2 « max \af,og)

a(f,g) = -±-,fi(f,g)
2a(ag
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and C3 « max (ay, G%), we have
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The SSIM in (A.l 1) can thus be simplified as follows:
1
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which yields:
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Finally, we get:
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From (A.7), the derivative of c(f,g) as function of C2 is given by:
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Thus, for any two images / and g, c(f,g) is monotonically increasing as function of C%.
Similarly, it can also be shown that l(f,g) is monotonically increasing as function of C\.
From (A.7), the derivative of s(f,g) as function of C3 is given by:
ds{f,g)_
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We can use the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and we derive:
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Consequently, we have:
MNofa

> MNof , which implies <7f0g ^ oh

Thus, from (A. 17) it appears that:

Mf.g)
>o
da
Consequently, s(f,g) is monotonically increasing as function of C3.
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(A.20)

Conclusion et perspectives
Dans cette these, nous avons aborde quatre problemes fondamentaux couramment
rencontres en imagerie : le redimensionnement des images, la reduction du crenelage, le
dematricage et 1'evaluation de la qualite des images. Nous avons montre qu'il est possible de
combiner adequatement une image et ses derivees pour effectuer le redimensionnement d'une
image, ce qui permet une meilleure reconstruction des hautes frequences et des details d'une
image. Nous avons egalement propose un modele pour effectuer le redimensionnement d'une
image en considerant le pixel non pas comme un point, mais comme une unite surfacique
exprimee par une fonction mathematique. Afin de reduire le crenelage qui apparait tres
souvent lors des operations de redimensionnement des images, nous avons propose et mis en
oeuvre un algorithme base sur une equation de diffusion aux derivees partielles. Nous avons
montre que l'utilisation de la diffusivite inverse, l'integration d'un filtre passe-haut et la prise
en compte des valeurs propres de la matrice hessienne permettent de reduire efficacement le
crenelage apparaissant dans les images. Nous avons egalement propose dans cette these un
nouvel algorithme de dematrigage permettant de reconstruire efficacement une image filtree
par une matrice de filtres couleurs (CFA), c'est-a-dire pour laquelle une seule couleur
primaire rouge, vert ou bleu est disponible a chaque position de pixel. Notre algorithme est
generique et peut etre utilise pour divers types de CFA. Pour y arriver, nous avons propose et
mis en oeuvre un modele de detection des contours ou des zones uniformes dans une image
filtree par un CFA afin de permettre, aux points de contours, d'effectuer une interpolation le
long du contour et non a travers celui-ci. Nous avons egalement utilise un modele
d'interpolation spectrale inspire du calcul du centre de gravite en physique, ainsi que le
modele de difference de couleur afin de reduire les fausses couleurs lors du dematrisage. Une
passerelle, permettant d'effectuer le redimensionnement des images couleurs a partir de notre
algorithme de dematricage, a aussi ete proposee. Finalement, nous avons aborde dans cette
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these le probleme de 1'evaluation de la qualite des images en montrant que le PSNR et le
SSIM peuvent etre lies, sous certaines conditions, par une relation analytique de type
logarithmique pouvant meme etre approchee par une relation lineaire. Nous avons egalement
etudie et tire des conclusions sur la fiabilite de ces mesures pour 1'evaluation de la qualite des
images ayant subi des degradations ou des traitements de type compression Jpeg,
compression Jpeg 2000, flou gaussien et bruit additif gaussien.
Une premiere perspective resultant de cette these est 1'integration d'un modele
d'interpolation adaptatif pour le redimensionnement des images, autant par le theoreme de
Papoulis qu'en utilisant les pixels surfaciques, afin de permettre une interpolation efficace sur
les points de contours et d'ameliorer la qualite des images redimensionnees. Dans les
modeles actuels, aucune detection des contours n'est mise en oeuvre pour guider
1'interpolation ou adapter les formules d'interpolation selon la nature du pixel (contour, zone
homogene). Une deuxi£me perspective est l'adaptation de l'algorithme de dematricage a des
CFA qui ne sont pas de type RGB, c'est-a-dire pour lesquels les couleurs formant le CFA
peuvent etre differentes du rouge, du vert ou du bleu, comme cela se retrouve dans certains
modeles des constructeurs de cameras. Une troisieme perspective concerne le modele de
reduction du crenelage et consisterait a le rendre dynamique. Pour ce faire, une strategic
permettant de limiter la specification manuelle des parametres du modele (le parametre a de
rehaussement des hautes frequences, le parametre /? qui affecte l'amplitude de la diffusivite,
le nombre d'iterations) serait souhaitable au profit d'un calcul automatique de ces parametres.
Le travail realise par Allili et al. [36], pour le calcul automatique des parametres optimisant la
segmentation d'images par modele statistique, pourrait etre adapte.
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